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This thesis is an examination of growth company and its superior competence and
performance which is based on existing theories and research findings. The theory
framework is a basis for the processing part of the thesis that is utilized and combined into
new thoughts and assumptions. The analysis is focused on the strategy's meaning, the
content of strategy, strategy management, strategy planning, strategy tools and methods.
The most important finding and discovery were that the strategy and superior competence /
performance of successful growth company are rather a continuously improving process
and a lifestyle than for example annual strategy project and/or separate strategy seasons.
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1

INTRODUCTION

This master thesis, Strategy and Superior Competence of Growth Company, is a qualitative
research investigating strategy context - what, why, how, when - the strategy is? Another
perspective for the study is firms superior competence, that may explain a good and
successful strategy. Both issues are investigated in a situation of a growth company, what /
what kind is the strategy of growth company and is there some kind of superior
competence behind the growth? A suggestion is that the superior strategy is a lifestyle!

1.1 BACKGROUND
A Growth company is a universal theme, those are wanted and needed in the economy.
Politicians all over the world yearn growth of the private sector, for example in the manner
of new innovations and startup companies which could be someday flourishing growth
companies, meritorious taxpayers. Topics of the invention, innovation, startup and growth
company are quite popular, commonly written and speculated in newspapers and talk
shows but at the same time when those concepts are familiar headlines, it is a mystery or a
secret how to achieve those kinds of things. Achieving future goals and plans to do so, is
called a strategy. The strategy is a familiar concept and headline and at the same time, it is
a mystery. Every manager has an own opinion what is the strategy and what is the content
of it. So, the topic is some kind of mystery and the medicine to solve it, is another mystery.

What explains the growth, is there better inventions and innovations, better resources,
better business intelligence or something else? What is the source of superior competence
and performance? Is that so that some innovations are so good that the organization grows
around them, or could it be that the organization grows and develops itself in a way which
generates better innovations? Innovation causes structure or structure causes innovation?
This thesis is an examination looking for answers to those questions, to solve this mystery
or at least a tiny part of it.
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1.2 AMBITION
The biggest and the most important research question is: what is the reason and cause of
superior competence and superior performance? On the other hand, is there any common
reasons or causes what could offer the explanation? The examination is focused on the
growth company and its strategy investigating scholarly literature of the topic. The theory
framework of the research go through a bit of history of strategy, three main schools of
strategy, (market-based view, resource-based view and relational view) including theories
which tries to explain firms competence, so-called economic rents, (Ricardian Rent,
Chamberlinian Rent, Schumpeterian Rent). The framework consists also findings and
definitions of the growth company, organizational life cycle, growth management,
discovery-driven planning, performance measurement and strategy process.

The theory framework is a base for the deliberation and pondering, how to unveil the secret
of superior performance. To that wondering, the first processing chapter is focused on the
different kind of tools of strategy. The aim is to gather existing information and knowledge
and to form new tools and/or methods which can be used to serve the topic's purpose, the
strategy and superior competence of growth company. The main ambition of new tools and
methods is to clarify the mystery of the topic, to figure out and to get a big picture, what is
strategy and superior competence and what those consist / includes. The ambition of the
thesis is to examine and analyze what is strategy and superior competence of growth
company with the effort of realistic and philosophical pondering, ideation and engineering.

1.3 LIMITATIONS
The thesis is a qualitative research, philosophical realism, investigating scholarly literature
and the results are formed with combining existing theories, with enlightened (wellinformed) guesses and partly with pure artistic manner, proposing, trying and figuring out.
The limitation is that there is a lack of empirical findings and quantitative research and on
the other hand, the theory framework is just a tiny part of scholarly literature. Results don't
have empirical proofs, they may be wrong.
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1.4 METHOD
The examination gathers scholarly literature, theories and findings from the topic of
strategy and superior competence and performance. The analysis process breaks the topic
and substance into smaller parts in order to gain a better understanding of it and to use it to
combine new thoughts and hypothesis in the form of new tools and methods. The theory
framework and new ideas / tools / methods are analyzed and compared to each other
finding causal relations, connections and correlations of them. The results are formed with
existing information and knowledge, with new thoughts and with enlightened guesses. The
ambition was to figure out what is strategy and superior competence of growth company
and the result is that it is rather a lifestyle than for example a traditional project.

1.5 STRUCTURE
The structure of the thesis starts from the general introduction in chapter 1. Secondly the
theory framework is presented individually and completely in chapter 2 with references.
The framework presents the level of the strategy knowledge and it works as a basis for the
examination of the thesis. The third part of the thesis is processing the findings, emerging
ideas for the strategy, treating the framework with new idea generation, suggestions,
hypotheses, and guesses; chapter 3. The third chapter is a result of creativity and an
enlightened guesswork that has been generated with knowledge of theory framework and
practical experience. The fourth chapter is for analyzing the finding, including the theory
framework and new ideas / tools. The analysis goes through the whole strategy process
from its start to the end, at least in principle. The result of the analysis and its discussion is
a kind of philosophical realism with well-informed deliberation. Chapter five is for
analyzing the theory framework compared to the findings. The final chapter is a conclusion
presenting main implications, future research, and signification of the topic.
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2

THE THEORY FRAMEWORK

For the theory framework to my thesis, I have collected research findings including the
history and different definitions of strategy, the three main schools of strategy, firms
superior competence, growth company, growth management, and the strategy process.

2.1 THE HISTORY AND DEFINITIONS OF STRATEGY

The word "strategy" becomes from the Greek word "Strategos" that means the military
"general", and "war leadership skills," how to win the war. The beginnings of strategy can
be traced back to the war literature, for example; The Art of War by Sun Tzu written about
2500 years ago, (490 BC). The book is one of the greatest writings of military strategy
including views on resourcefulness, momentum, cunning, the profit motive, flexibility,
integrity, secrecy, speed, positioning, surprise, deception, manipulation, responsibility, and
practicality. It presents three main ideas for the strategy; know yourself, know your enemy
and fight only if you can win." (Huynh, 2008).

While the war-strategy starts as "not to go to war," business strategy through the 1800s
focused on creating exclusives and monopolies. The "Classical Economics", developed in
the 18th and 19th centuries, by Adam Smith (1776) and others, changed to the
"Neoclassical Economics" early in the 1900s by Thorstein Veblen (1900). As competition
increased, in the early of 1900s the "school of thought" was put forward including
increased productivity, to work as efficient as possible. (Aurik et all. 2014). The theory of
industrial organization (IO), market-oriented competitive model was firstly developed by
Chamberlin (1933), Robinson (1933), Coase (1937) and Mason (1939). In economics, the
industrial organization is a model of perfect competition and invincible monopolies. Joan
Robinson and Edward H. Chamberlin argued the change for the perfect competition of
their respective books, The Economics of Imperfect Competition, (Robinson, 1933) and
The Theory of Monopolistic Competition (Chamberlin, 1933), that introduced the models
of imperfect competition, a crucial findings for the "perfect competition."
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The next counterpart was presented by Joseph Schumpeter, who become popular with his
theory of "Creative Destruction" in economics. "Companies rising and falling would
unleash innovation and in the end make the economy stronger." (Schumpeter, 1942). This
was a time of change to the theory of invincible monopolies, new entrepreneurial
opportunities with radical innovations can change the market, focusing on the unexpected,
rapid spurts of entrepreneur-driven growth instead of static models. With this, Schumpeter
was one of the first economists who offered a theoretic explanation of entrepreneurship.
Edith Penrose’s (1959), one of the main character of the strategy theory, whose bestknown work is "The Theory of the Growth of the Firm," describes the ways, which firms
grows and how fast they grow. "All the evidence we have indicates that the growth of firms
is connected with the attempts of a particular group of human beings to do something."
(Penrose, 1959). She came to the conclusion that the existing theory of the firm was
inadequate to explain how firms grow, the process of growth is dynamically constrained.

By 1969 a new period started in strategy research focusing more accurate on strategic
analyzes and strategic planning to understand firms competence and performance. (Aurik
et all. 2014). In the mid-1960s The Boston Consulting Group (BCG) by Henderson,
developed the experience curve. The more experience a firm has in producing a particular
product, the lower its cost. (Henderson, 1968). The Growth Share Matrix or The Product
Portfolio was another idea and tool developed by BCG. (Henderson, 1973). The experience
curve and the growth-share matrix is presented in picture 1 below.

Figure 1. The Experience Curve & The Growth Share Matrix, (BCG)
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While research focus to understand firms competence and performance the research of
entrepreneurship increased as well. Firms have "someone" who has seen the opportunity
and used it. Entrepreneurs are distinguished by their ability to perceive and exploit
opportunities overlooked by others (Kirzner, 1973 & Schumpeter, 1942). Kirzner claimed
that knowledge is the key to entrepreneurial discovery and entrepreneurs make decisions
under conditions of uncertainty (Kirzner, 1973).

Next big wave in strategy literature was in the 1980s driven a book by Michael Porter;
"Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustaining Superior Performance." Porter (1980)
described three generic strategies, an innovation/differentiation strategy, a focus/quality
strategy and a low-cost strategy. Porters further idea consist differentiation, positioning,
five forces and value chain model. (Porter, 1985). According to Porter's 5 forces
framework, a company have to deal with 1. Bargaining Power of Suppliers, 2. Bargaining
Power of Customers, 3. Threat of New Entrants, 4. Threat of Substitute Products and 5.
Competitive Rivalry within an Industry. (Porter, 1979). Porter's generic strategies and five
forces are presented in picture 2 and the value chain model in picture 3.

Figure 2. Generic Strategies and Five Forces Framework, (Porter)

Porter have also presented that with 5 forces framework, the strategy is positioning in
dynamic markets and changing technologies where competitive advantage is temporary.
(Porter, 1996). Porter define strategy, that includes 5 forces and positioning; "Strategy is
seen as a guideline for competition." (Porter, 1998). According to Porter, company's
strategy is a plan for positioning and guideline for the competition were 5 forces effects in
the dynamic environment.
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Figure 3. Porter's Generic Value Chain Model

Barney (1991) present his breakthrough article, "Firm Resource and Sustained Competitive
Advantage." This article with "VRIN framework" (Valuable, Rare, Inimitable, Nonsubstitutable) put forward the "Resource-Based View" (RBV) in strategy literature
defining the basic concepts and logic for RBV and its link to strategy.

The concept of the ecosystem is based on the ecological metaphor that firms participate in
a larger ecosystem. Each firm occupies a contributing role and forms symbiotic
relationships with customers, suppliers, competitors, and complementors. Thus an
ecosystem is not limited to a specific industry, it can comprise participants from several
industries. These multi‐sided markets identify the structure (intermediary and two or more
sides) but do not comment upon who does what and who gets what. (Moore, 1993).

Dynamic capability as defined by Teece et all. (1997): Coordination / integrating (static
concept). Managers responsibility is to utilize firm’s resources efficiently. (Similar to static
RBV). Learning (dynamic concept), firm’s skill set (resources & competencies) are
constantly changing. Dyer & Singh (1998) identify the sources of efficiency in networked
processes as a network strategy. Investments in relation-specific assets. Substantial
knowledge exchange, including the exchange of knowledge that results in joint learning.
The combining of complementary, but scarce resources or capabilities which result in the
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joint creation of unique new products, services, or technologies. Lower transaction costs
than competitor alliances, owing to more effective governance mechanisms.

"Five Ps for the strategy," Minzberg, H. (1987), Minzberg et all., (1998): "Strategy defined
as 5Ps: Plan, Ploy, Pattern, Position, Perspective." A plan is an instruction for matter
discussed in advance, which is to be implemented in the future, where "plan" tells how the
implementation will be done. A ploy presents the main ideas what company is going to do
to implement the plan. A pattern is a model, formula and/or "picture" that answer
particularly how the "ploy" and the plan will be executed. Position tells where and when
the company is going to offer its products and services. A perspective is a future vision and
outlook of company's performance after the strategy has implemented, the main target for
the company.

Figure 4. Five Ps for the strategy, adapted from Minzberg et. all. (1998)

One breakthrough in entrepreneurship research, (one important part of firms strategy), was
Shane's book, "A General Theory of Entrepreneurship: The Individual-Opportunity Nexus"
(2000), opportunities are seen by humans, firms don't appear without individuals and
business opportunities seen by humans. Johnson and Scholes (2002) define the strategy
with the long term and stakeholder perspective: ”Strategy is the direction and scope of an
organisation over the long term, which achieves advantage for the organisation through its
configuration of resources within a changing environment and to fulfill stakeholder
expectations.” According Grant (2006) “..strategy is concerned with planning how an
organization or an individual will achieve its goals.”

Strategy specifies how an organization matches its own capabilities with the opportunities
in the marketplace to accomplish its objectives. In other words, strategy describes how an
13

organization can create value for its customer while differentiating itself from its
competitors. (Horngren et. all, 2009). The strategy is a guideline dialog with aware of the
key objectives and activities in a changing world. The strategy enables the company to
manage its environment and this will enable the company to deliberately dominated by
external and internal factors, as well as their mutual interactions so that the company's set
for profitability, continuity, and development objectives can be achieved. (Kamensky,
2010).

In year 2015 the most popular strategic concepts seems to be Dynamic Strategy, Network
Strategy, Fast Strategy, Internet (of things) strategy, Big Data, Visualization and
Business Ecosystems. Upcoming themes in strategic management are "multi‐sided
market," and/or "two‐sided market." Definition by Evans and Schmalensee (2007):
"a multi‐sided market exists, when at any point in time there are a) two or more
distinct groups of customers; b) the value obtained by one kind of customers
increases with the number of the other kind of customers; and c) an intermediary is
necessary for internalizing the externalities created by one group for the other
group." Conceptual descendents can be rooted to dynamic RBV. Accumulation of
resources (Dierickx & Cool, 1989). Dynamic capability (Teece et all., 1997). Hyper
competition (D’Aveni, 1994). Incremental strategy (Mintzberg, 1994). The
innovator’s dilemma (Christensen, 1997). The idea of strategic agility was
introduced in knowledge management. How knowledge management can lead to
strategic agility (Roth, 1996). Supported by IT infrastructure discussion (Weill et
all, 2002). Evolved to fast strategy (Doz & Kosonen, 2008).

The list in the previous paragraph represents "upcoming themes" of strategy, and for its
part, the chaos of the strategy research. It could be more logical, not just new cool
concepts. In figure 5 there is a drawn presentation for the history of strategy and the
upcoming themes of it. (Based on the theory framework of the thesis). It can be noticed
that the strategy has old roots and the research have developed accelerating to the present
time with a lot of new emerging themes. Still, according to my research, there seems to be
a lack of integrative and combining papers that collect and synthesize the theory
knowledge.
14

Figure 5. The History of Strategy and Upcoming Themes, (based on the theory framework)
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2.2 THREE MAIN SCHOOLS OF STRATEGY

In the 2000s, there are three main schools of strategy. 1) Market-Based View where
performance is based on firms position on markets, driven by M. E. Porter and the Boston
Consulting Group, (1980, 1985). 2) Resource-Based View which focus on firms unique
resource base that explain the competence, developed by E. Penrose (1959), J. B. Barney
(1991) etc. 3) The Relation View (transaction cost theory) that focus on firms performance
that is based on its ability to adapt to market change by making correct make/buy
decisions, became part of strategy discussion through Williamson (1999).

2.2.1 Market-Based View (MBV)
The MBV builds on the ‘industrial organization’ (IO) competitive model. Developed by
Mason (1939) and Bain (1956). Strategic management in IO turns the objectives upside
down. In MBV, strategic objective is to select suitable markets and manipulate market
structure to enable high profits. Market orientation is defined as the organization-wide
generation of market intelligence pertaining to current and future customer needs,
dissemination of intelligence across departments, and organization-wide responsiveness to
it. (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990). Market orientation consists of three behavioral components,
customer orientation, competitor orientation, and inter-functional coordination with
long‐term focus and profitability. (Narver and Slater, 1990).
"We define customer orientation as the set of beliefs that puts the customer’s interest first,
while not excluding those of other stakeholders such as owners, managers, and employees,
in order to develop a long‐term profitable enterprise." (Deshpande and Webster, 1989).
"...market orientation represents superior skills in understanding and satisfying
customers." (Day, 1994) "…to achieve sustained success, firms should identify and satisfy
customer needs more effectively than their competitors." (Kirca et all, 2005).

Relationship marketing began from the idea that marketing mix (4Ps; Product, Price, Place,
Promotion) was starting to be a “strait‐jacket” Also the increased interest in services forced
for the development of theories. The goal is to make inflow to the company more
16

predictable and understand the customer better. (Grönroos, 1994). The MBV is an
"Outside-In" strategy. "An outside-in strategist asks, how much risk does the organization
want to take? Every risk is a potential opportunity. Organizations want to adopt an
outside-in strategy because they want to grow, survive and prosper. Things are changing
all the time, and organizations need to keep reinventing themselves." (Civichino, 2012).

2.2.2 Resource-Based View (RBV)
Firm’s competitiveness is built on its unique resources. A resource is defined to “…include
all assets, capabilities, organizational processes, firm attributes, information, knowledge
etc. controlled by a firm that enable the firm to conceive of and implement strategies that
improve its efficiency and effectiveness.”...“Firm resources can only be a source of
competitive advantage or sustained competitive advantage when they are valuable”
Valuable and rare resources are presented via VRIN framework, (or VRIN resources),
(V)aluable, (R)are, (I)mperfectly imitable, (N)on-substitutable. (Barney, 1991). The RBV
is build on competitive equilibrium, (Foss, 2005). This implies that markets are perfectly
competed and disequilibrium is neglected.

The significant body of RBV literature was created the early 1990s. Interestingly there was
no large scale immediate criticism. Criticism followed at the turn of the century. 1st wave:
Williamson (1999), Priem and Butler (2001a/b). 2nd wave: late 2010s. Criticism has
focused: The background assumptions, tools of RBV and lack of empirical research in
RBV. "Theory is (nearly) tautological" (Williamson, 1999; Priem & Butler, 2001a). There
are terminological issues, an overly inclusive definition of a resource and the theory is as a
concept, overlapping and confusing. (Priem & Butler, 2001a).

One issue is the neglects of the interconnections between resources (Grant, 1996; Kor &
Leblebici, 2005; Teece, 2007). The deployment of resources is not captured. What is
long‐term resource heterogeneity? (Kraaijenbrink et all., 2010). Mere possession of
resources is not sufficient, those must be in use and used. (Peteraf, 1993; Barney & Arikan,
2001; Priem & Butler, 2001a; Sirmon et all., 2008). The research of resources is mostly too
direct approach (Foss & Knudsen, 2003), the question is, what resource is necessary and
what is additional. Any competitive advantage based on a particular resource will compete
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away over time (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000; Fiol, 2001; Kraaijenbrink et all., 2010). If
long-term resource heterogeneity is proven wrong, the theory’s ability to explain sustained
competitive advantage is destroyed.

The actual logical chain how a resource effects firm’s performance is not well known
(Priem & Butler, 2001a; Bromiley & Papenhausen, 2003). This is partly caused by the over
inclusive definition of resource. "Resource as a term covers a wide area of different
organizational things. Is this definition too wide?" (Priem & Butler, 2001a).

Three alternative and strongly overlapping terms for resources are:


Capabilities: ”…refer to a firm’s capacity to deploy resources, usually in
combination, using organizational processes to effect a desired end.” (Amit &
Schoemaker, 1993).



Competences: “…the ability to sustain coordinated deployments of resources and
capabilities in ways that help a firm achieve its goals in its competitive context”
(Sanchez, 2008).



Organizational routines: “ When firm’ specific assets are assembled in integrated
clusters spanning individuals and groups so that they enable distinctive activities to
be performed, these activities constitute organizational routines and processes.”
(Teece et all., 1997).

Another alternative definition:


Core competences: “…those competences that define a firm’s fundamental business
as core. Core competences must accordingly be derived by looking across the
range of a firm’s (and its competitors) products and services." (Teece et all. (1997).



Similar term used is distinctive competence, which is “…a distinctive competence
represents those activities in which a firm, or one of its units, does better relative to
its competition” (Hitt & Ireland, 1985)

The RBV is "Inside-Out" strategy, "Organizations that adopt an inside-out strategy need
to examine their strengths and weaknesses by asking, what are we good at making and
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selling? An inside-out strategy works well in fairly well-developed markets where the
customers’ needs and wants slowly change." (Civichino, 2012).

Figure 7 presents the firm's resource framework, the body of RBV, adapted from Demir's
(2012) paper "Standardized Strategic Assessment Framework for Small and Medium
Enterprises in High-Tech Manufacturing Industry."

Figure 7. Firms Resources, (Adapted: Demir, 2012)

2.2.3 Relational View (RV)

The background of relational view is focused on internal operations where markets are
alternative modes of governance (Coase, 1937; Williamson, 1999). The objective was to
adapt a firm to changing market need. Barnard (1938) & Hayek (1945) argued that
adaptation was the central problem of economic organization. Is adaptation through
markets spontaneous or deliberate? Both (MBV & RV) are complementary and rival
theory to RBV. Market-based governance is contradicting to both IO/MBV and RBV
theories, focused only on internal processes (Foss, 2005). The decision should be made
based on the transaction costs that are caused by selected implementation mode.
Transaction costs were introduced to analyze internal vs. external governance (Williamson,
1999).
Williamson’s early research was motivated from legislation perspective and he jumped to
strategic management literature (Williamson, 1999). The dimensions of a network
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governance are: 1) incentive intensity, 2) administrative controls, and 3) legal rules.
Sources of transaction costs: 1) Replication: How easy it is to maintain high performing
process? 2) Selective intervention: How easy it is to make corrective changes to a system?
(Williamson,1999). Analysis of transaction costs is uninteresting if markets are presumed
static (Williamson, 1971).

Combining resources can be divided to three significantly different processes (Sirmon et
all., 2007). 1) Stabilizing, incremental development of capabilities through improving
individual resources. 2) Enriching, learning to improve current resources or including
complementary resources. 3) Pioneering, combination of new radical resources.

Active vs. passive resources? Building on the logic that mere possession of resources is not
enough and advantage in total resources does not imply competitive advantage. The
subpart of active resources is the key. Active resources are those that are used in firm’s
routines and passive resources are those that are not connected to firm’s routines which
follows that resources can be either a strength or a weakness. The traditional RBV
emphasizes the strength side, what is unique, valuable, rare… Not everything the firm does
is a strength and wide amount of negative terminology can be used; core rigidities,
resource weaknesses, competitive disadvantage (Sirmon, et all., 2010).

In the picture 6 there is a drawn presentation and separating timeline of three different
schools of strategy; market-based view (MBV) & resource-based view (RBV) & relational
view (RV). (Based on the theory framework).

Figure 6. Timeline of the Three Main Strategic Literature Themes
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2.3 FIRMS SUPERIOR COMPETENCE

Firms superior competence is an interesting aspect for a researcher, looking for answers
why some firms perform better that others? Is there better resources, better market
position, better innovations or are those firms just luckier that others? There is different
concepts for superior competence and one of those is "Economic Rents" and another
views; "Schools of thoughts."

2.3.1 Economic Rent

The rent is a payment for use of a resource, and it can be land, equipment (normal rents),
labor (wages), ideas (royalty) and money (interest). (Alchian, 1987). Economic Rents are
defined via three main patterns which underlie a firm's sustained competitive advantage by
earning highly above than normal financial returns: The Ricardian rents (Alchian, 1987;
Peteraf, 1993), The Chamberlinian rents and The Schumpeterian rents (Rumelt, 1987).
Ricardian rents focus on the intra-industry level, Chamberlinian rents focus on the interindustry level, and Schumpeterian rents focus on revolution, creative destruction,
innovations and short term monopoly phase of the firm (Dagnino, 1996).

2.3.2 Ricardian Rents

The economics of Ricardian Rents is based on the Resource-Based View (RBV) where
firms with superior resources will earn bigger rents compared to the competitors. It is
assumed that firms with superior resources have lower average costs than competitors and
firms can sustain the superior competitive advantage if their resources cannot be expanded
or imitated by competitors. (Dagnino, 1996; Penrose, 1959; Peteraf, 1993; Amit &
Shoemaker, 1993).

Via VRIN framework;


The first dimension for a strategic resource is that it needs to be strategically
valuable.
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The second dimension for a strategic resource is that it needs to be rare to provide
true heterogeneity.



The third dimension for a strategic resource should be imperfectly imitable.



The fourth dimension for a strategic resource should be Non‐substitutable.

Barney defines (1991) “…for a firm resource to be a source of sustained competitive
advantage is that there must no strategically equivalent valuable resources that are
themselves either not rare or imitable”.
2.3.3 Chamberlinian Rents

The economics of Chamberlinian Rents is based on Industry Oriented (IO) and MarketBased View (MBV) seeking for monopoly. Industry structure and positioning is the most
important when determining and limiting strategic action. Firms obtain superior
performance and high returns creating and using unique positioning and product or service
differentiation. (Dagnino, 1996; Ghemawat, 1986; Shapiro, 1989). The market-based view
lies strongly on Porters ideas of differentiation and positioning and it assumed that choices
and actions to manipulate market and competition environment are a key to the superior
competence. Those firms who can do right market choices earns "Chamberlinian Rents"
and firms resources and competence follows the actions put forward.

Chamberlinian Rent and the market-based view of superior competence lies strongly on the
thought of the marketing mix, which determines a product or brand's offering, and it is
associated with the four P's: price, product, promotion, and place. (McCarthy, 1964). The
P's are compared to competitors offering and therefore, the "direction" is outside-in.

2.3.4 Schumpeterian Rents

The economics of Schumpeterian Rents is based on the dynamic concept of competition,
radical innovation, competitive threats and opportunities, creative destruction; the relative
view of strategy. Radical and revolutionary innovations will have unexpected favorable or
unfavorable effects on the industry. When major innovation exists, it may be too late for
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other firms to react. (Dagnino, 1996; Rumelt, 1987; Prahalad & Hamel, 1990; Teece,
Pisano & Shuen, 1994).

Rumelt (1987) has introduced the concept of entrepreneurial rents (or innovating rents)
where entrepreneurship is the discovery of new combinations of resources in uncertainty of
future. Entrepreneurial rent is a difference between firms ex post value (or payment
stream) and the ex ante cost (or value). (Dagnino, 1996). Schumpeterian rents can be
appropriated by certain firms which have the unique skills/resources/luck to be the source
of revolutionary changes in an industry, or which may have the unique capability to
rapidly adapt to whatever revolutionary changes might occur. (Dagnino, 1996).

The table 1 presents the three economy rents, paradigms and relevant authors; Ricardian
Rent & Chamberlinian Rent & Schumpeterian Rent.

Table 1. Integrative Perspective of Rent Sources, (Adapted from Dagnino, 1996)

2.3.5 "Thoughts of Competence and Economic"

In the neoclassical perfect competition model the firm combine resources (input) with
labor and capital to produce a new value for customer, products or services (output). In
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Brain-type Industrial Organization model, firms restrain its outputs and controls market
price and costs looking for monopoly and superior rents. Schumpeter's response was the
focusing on dynamics, seeking new ways of competing producing radical innovations. The
Chicago model was the focus on production and distribution efficiencies with profit
maximizing. Coase / Williamson argued the Transaction Cost Economics where firms
avoid the cost of market exchange and by doing that, gain superior competence. (Conner,
1991).

Vasconcellos and Hambrick (1989) argued that organization's success depends on the Key
Success Factors (KSF) in its environment. The problem is to define those, what are
valuable, rare, useful etc. Amit and Schoemaker (1993) present the Behavioral Decision
Theory (BDT) that includes both, the resource-based view and the industry-based view.
The BDT highlights cognitive imperfections which impacts on the firms performance,
managers do also human errors. The Strategic Industry Factors (SIF) are the set of
resources and capabilities that determine the economic rents for the industry. The SIF's
dimensions consist of 1) industry analysis, 2) the resource perspective and 3) behavioral
decision theory. (Amit & Schoemaker, 1993).

In order to achieve and sustain competitive advantage within an industry, a company
should identify its competitive strategy based on its internal factors (e.g. company
resources, company capabilities, etc.) and analysis of externalities (e.g. customers,
suppliers, e.g.). Company strategy comprises internal and external data and, based on this
data, it determines the position of the company in the market by performing R&D activities
and innovation, investing in new technology, process improvement, and marketing.
Company strategy makes a company unique; it gives a distinct competitive advantage,
provides direction, builds brand reputation, sets the right goals, adds superior performance,
defines a market position, and creates unique value proposition (Porter, 2006).
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Figure 8. The role of company and industry environment in strategy formulation. (Adapted from Grant, 1996)

2.3.6 Sustained Competitive Advantage
A firm has sustained competitive advantage “…when it is implementing a value creating
strategy not simultaneously being implemented by any current or potential competitors and
when these other firms are unable to duplicate the benefits of this strategy” (Barney,
1991). Peteraf (1993) defines that sustained competitive advantage is that a firm is able to
gain superior profit compared to competitors over extended time: Heterogeneity (creates
rents). Imperfect mobility (rents sustained within the firm). Ex post limits to competition
(rents sustained). Ex ante limits to competition (rents not offset by costs).
“…firms obtain sustained competitive advantages by implementing strategies that exploit
their internal strengths, though responding to environmental opportunities, while
neutralizing external threats and avoiding internal weaknesses.” (Barney, 1991). Barney
(1991) suggest that internal and external analysis can be easily executed with SWOT
analysis..

Figure 9 presents the Comparison of Barney's and Peteraf 's frameworks of sustained
competitive advantage.
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Figure 9. Comparison of Barney's and Peteraf 's frameworks of sustained competitive advantage

Dyer & Singh (1998) identify the sources of efficiency in networked processes.
Investments in relation-specific assets are substantial knowledge exchange, including the
exchange of knowledge that results in joint learning. The combining of complementary,
but scarce resources or capabilities which result in the joint creation of unique new
products, services, or technologies. The benefit is lower transaction costs than competitor
alliances, owing to more effective governance mechanisms. It follows that core
competencies are firm's unique skill set, much wider concept than a single resource. The
firm can have also core products and core platforms (Prahalad & Hamel, 1990).

2.3.7 Dynamic Core Competence

The discussion of dynamic capability was sidetracked for some time before it formed to be
more generally applicable. Teece et all., (1997) study and an introduction of ‘dynamic
capability’ cause the dynamic perspective to re‐emerge. This discussion was built on
evolutionary economics (Nelson & Winter, 1982) and asset accumulation (Dierickx &
Cool, 1989) where the basic argument of the dynamic capability is that some firm’s
possess ability to change over time. This ability enables the firms to perform better than
competitors.
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Definitions of dynamic capability:


“The firm’s ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external
competences to address rapidly changing environments.” (Teece et all., 1997).



Dynamic capabilities are the organizational and strategic routines by which firms
achieve new resources configurations as markets emerge, collide, split, evolve and
die" (Eisenhart and Martin, 2000).



“A dynamic capability is a learned and stable pattern of collective activity though
which the organization systematically generates and modifies its operating routines
in pursuit of effectiveness” (Zollo and Winter, 2002).



“Dynamic capabilities are those that operate to extend, modify or create ordinary
capabilities” (Winter, 2003).



“Dynamic capabilities the abilities to reconfigure a firm’s resources and routines
in the manner envisioned and deemed appropriate by its principal decision maker”
(Zhara et all., 2007)



“…is the capacity of an organization to purposefully create, extend, or modify its
resource base” (Helfat et all., 2007).

Dynamic capabilities and competitive advantage where the logical link to performance is
built structurally through RBV. Dynamic capabilities and basic RBV theories are not
competitive but complementary theories with the assumption that dynamic capabilities do
not necessarily lead to competitive advantage. The value of dynamic capabilities varies
depending on the changes in its business environment and being a potential source for
competitive advantage (Helfat et all., 2007) …there must be heterogeneity in the technical
fitness of the same type of dynamic capabilities, demand for services. Dynamic capabilities
need to be rare compared to the size of demand, no other ways of implementing the change
should exist. A dynamic capability enables a firm to adapt to changes in its business
environment following that the value of dynamic capabilities is greatest in changing or
even turbulent environment (Helfat et all., 2007).

Evolutionary economics is an alternative view to market behavior where long run markets
are assumed to develop towards perfect competition. Competition is disturbed by shortterm distortion, that lead to unbalance which are called the ‘quasi-monopolies’, or
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‘momentary monopolies’ and dynamic models describes the market behavior over time
(Nelson & Winter, 1982). Because of high environmental uncertainty and varying degrees
of environmental munificence, sustaining a competitive advantage over time is unlikely,
with the result that a firm instead will seek to develop a series of temporary competitive
advantages (Morrow et all., 2007).
Measuring firm’s performance, the dynamic perspective, how else could a manager know
if firm’s dynamic capabilities are performing good or bad? These performance yardsticks
have been missing from the current literature. Helfat et all., (2007) propose evolutionary
fitness as the main dimension which refers to how well a dynamic capability enables an
organization to make a living, creating, extending, or modifying its resource base.

2.3.8 Core Competence and Luck

"The reason why firms succeed or fail is perhaps the central question in strategy." (Porter,
1991). According Porter, without specific and analytical understanding of strategy process,
"strategy becomes an aimless process in which luck determines the winners." Porter (1991)
and Barney (1986) have argued that in information asymmetry, firms deal with good or
bad managerial choices or good or bad luck. Is those different or the same thing? In
historical terms we can rather note that firms (managers) had a good strategy choices, or
there are reasons why firms were lucky. "Be that as it may, the extent of randomness in
competition, and the role of true luck, has an important influence..." (Porter, 1991). Bad
luck is easy to think, but also good luck exist: "Unexpected superior economic returns are
just that, unexpected, a surprise, and a manifestation of a firm's good luck, not of its ability
to accurately anticipate the future value of a strategy.” (Barney, 1986).

"When specific causal links cannot be identified, however, other potential explanations
should be considered, including the notion of luck." (Parnell et all., 2009). Parnell
introduced the problem in his paper: "The role of luck in the strategy-performance
relationship" by linking the luck and competitive advantage to a framework. Managers are
more likely to assign luck for bad outcomes rather than good. According the research, the
role of luck or randomness should be minimized by understanding better what strategyperformance is and what is need to be done. Research and common sense tell us that luck
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exists. "Following this logic, ignoring luck can lead researchers to identify “causes” or
linkages that do not necessarily exist." (Parnell et all., 2009). If we dismiss the luck
component, there can be misunderstanding in management and causes in measurements.
"When the endowment and luck are minimally endogenous – controllable, predictable,
chosen – they then become strategically interesting." (Arend, 2004). Barney (1986) also
argued that the more accurate a firm's return expectations are, the less of a role luck will
play in generating normal returns. Firms that are successful, are expected to obtain higher
returns than less well-informed firms, "...although, as always, firms can be lucky."
(Barney, 1986). Setting aside luck-based explanations, it is clear that managers must have
some foresight that their actions may create an advantage. (Ahuja et all., 2005). According
Arend, Barney and Ahuja, the luck component can be the part of the planning and it can be
predictable, but the more we know about possible future options, the expensive it will be to
the firm.

When opening the perspective and taking boarder view of luck it has been defined as
follows: “Luck is what happens when preparation meets opportunity” (Roman philosopher
Seneca). So we can conclude that either good preparation or pure luck might not lead
desired outcome of planned strategy; both are needed.

2.4 GROWTH COMPANY

Growth is not spontaneous, it is the consequence of decision and actions which follows
them. The main point is that the growth is not a random event and the size or age is not
(always) correlated with the attainment of goals or purpose. (Starbuck, 1965). Still, the
growth is an important (economical) dimension but fewer than 10 percent of new
organizations ever grow and fewer than 4 percent of new organizations adds more than 100
employees during their lifetimes (Duncan and Handler, 1994; Shane, 2003). According to
Kemp and Verhoeven (2002) the growth is depending on resources, strategy, growth
ambition and market attractiveness. (See figure 10).
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Figure 10. The Growth Framework, (Adapted from: Kemp & Verhoeven, 2002)

2.4.1 Definition of Growth Company

High growth can be achieved by firms with a variety of size, sector and age characteristics.
One of the most important factors is the commitment of the leader of the company to
achieving growth. The market environment is clearly a factor influencing the opportunities
for the growth. Firms achieved high growth in sectors offering very different opportunities
for growth and different scope for building a business. The best performing companies are
those which are the most active in developing new products and services for existing
customers, developing new markets, broadening their customer base, taking steps to make
their products more competitive and in managing their product portfolio. By an ability to
make production process changes to complement an active market development strategy.
(Smallbone et. all., 1995).

There is a good deal of research which has attempted to explain the growth process. In
their review of the literature on small business growth, Gibb and Davies (1990) refer to
four main types of approach; personality dominated approaches, which focus on the impact
of the entrepreneur’s personal characteristics; business management approaches, which
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emphasize the factors affecting the firm’s performance in the marketplace, particularly its
financial performance; sectoral and broader market-led approaches, which emphasize the
influence of external factors rather than individual firm characteristics; organizational
development approaches, represented by the so-called “life-cycle” or “stages of growth”
models (Churchill and Lewis, 1983). Storey (1994) has identified three key components in
his analysis of the growth of small firms: 1) the characteristics of the entrepreneur; 2) the
characteristics of the organization; and 3) the types of strategy associated with growth.
(Smallbone et. all., 1993).

Strategies and management actions are considered in relation to products and markets,
production processes, employment and the use of labor, changes in ownership,
organization and management changes. High growth firms defined on the basis of three
criteria: 1) Rapid growth: i.e. more than doubling sales. 2) Significant size by reaching a
minimum sales turnover. 3) Financial stability: i.e. consistent profitability. (Smallbone et.
all., 1993).

Table 2. Factors Influencing Growth in Small Firms (Adapted; Storey, 1994)
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2.4.2 Organizational Life Cycle

According to Lester, Parnell and Carraher (2003) and a number of researchers,
organizations progress through various phases and stages as they grow. Stage one is
existence known also as the entrepreneurial or birth stage. Stage two is survival while
seeking growth and a huge amount of firms can't survive to the next stage, which is the
success phase. While organizations have passed their survival test, it faces structures,
policies, procedures and hierarchical relationship. Stage four is a renewal and
organization's decision-making is very much decentralized. Stage five is a decline when
organizational members become more concerned with personal goals than organizational
goals and firms performance leads to lack of profit and a loss of market share. (Lester et
all., 2003).

Figure 11. Organizational Life Cycle

According to Crijns & Ooghe (1997) the characteristics of growing firms are: market
domination, differentiation, product leadership, flexibility, innovation, future orientation,
export and related growth.
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Table 3. Life Cycle Stage Characteristics, (Adapted; Lester, D. Parnell, J. & Carraher, S. 2003)

2.4.3 The Phases and Crisis of Growth

According to Greiner (1998), organizational development and growth go throw different
phases and problems where each phase begins with a period of evolution. Organizations
have five key dimensions emerged: age, size, evolution, revolution, and the growth rate of
the industry. Age of the organization demonstrates the most basic management problems,
principles that are rooted in time. Growing size of the organization is a problem of
coordination, delegation, and communication. Stages of evolution compared to the present
time is a problem of change of time. Stages of revolution, when smooth evolution is not
possible, the industry turbulence. The growth rate of the industry, faster growth, harder to
manage. (Greiner, 1998).

With five key dimensions, organization have five phases of evolution, revolution, and
growth. Each period is characterized by the dominant management problem or crisis that
have to solve. Phase 1 is creativity and it is in the birth state of an organization when
founders find a crisis of leadership and need for other managers while the company grows.
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Phase 2 is direction, functional organizational structure changes, and the crisis is autonomy
and more need for delegation. Next phase 3 is delegation, much greater responsibility for
managers while the problem and crisis is losing the control. Phase 4 is coordination and
while the organization has become large and complex, it is hard to manage. The problem
or crisis is called, "The red-tape." Phase 5 is collaboration, teams are combined across
functions to handle different tasks and formal control systems are simplified and combined
into single multipurpose systems. The problem and crisis is size and firms impersonality.
(Greiner, 1998).

Figure 12. The Phases And Crisis of Growth, (Adapted from Greiner, 1998)

Figure 13 presents a different view of growth. According to Crijns & Ooghe (1997) the
growth has different parts / elements; path for growth, (external / internal), orientation,
(value / size), ownership, (open / closed), board, (active / passive), management team,
(open / closed) and strategic management, (formal / informal).
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Figure 13. The Elements of Growth, (Adapted from Crijns & Ooghe, 1997)

2.5 GROWTH MANAGEMENT

2.5.1 Discovery-Driven Planning

The discovery-driven planning (DDP) was putted forward by McGrant and MacMillan
(1995). The set of ideas are based on managers facing situations of uncertainty and
complexity. Traditional planning and controlling are often disastrous, they are too big
issues to handle at once. DDP turn this conventional world upside-down. "Hence, we have
been working on a way of planning that recognizes that life is uncertain, that makes it OK
to find that things didn’t work out the way they thought you would, and that (most
importantly) helps people manage with discipline even in light of uncertainty." (McGrant
& MacMillan, 1995).
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Discovery-driven planning is a think-tool that is based on small milestones, the stepwise
learning, and continuous development. It is not wrong to be wrong if you can learn and
change you direction. It is totally wrong if you are wrong without knowing it or ignoring
the facts to being wrong. One of the biggest risk that manager can do is that (s)he put
forward a losing project only because (s)he has already decided to do so. According to
McGrant and MacMillan (1995) Discover-Driven Planning goes through steps:

1. Specify the project, what is desired: specific issues, goals, profits etc.
2. Specify the profit model, what will you sell? To whom? At what price?
3. Develop your reverse income statement and objectives for profits and returns
4. Spell out specifications that will have to meet to achieve the objectives
5. Document the process from start to end.
6. List sources for all key numbers, the most critical assumptions
7. Create a list of milestone events for the project, measure through the project
8. Sequence the milestone tasks in order with priorities
9. Map assumptions to milestones.
10. Revisit and re-plan on a continuing basis.

A good change can be done by changing the unit of business so that it present better value
for the customer. It may be a good practice to change the measurement of the performance
effectiveness as well. As an example, the car mechanic could sell hour or car part but the
better unit could be more carefree driving for the customer, what customer actually is
looking for. McGrath & MacMillan (1995) argued also that the business model can offer a
fresh way to consider the object of uncertain, fast-moving and unpredictable environments.
With a new unit of business / product / services, redefining the business model offers
positive change for operational advantages, performance benefits, and superior efficiency.

The goal of a discovery-driven plan is therefore to learn as much as possible at the lowest
possible cost, bringing us back to the theme of experimentation. (McGrath, 2010).
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2.5.2 Real Options

Real options are different types of managerial flexibility and different possibilities with
regards to future actions that managers can do to change reality. Real options are a
possibilities, alternatives or choices to do or change something that becomes available and
could be valuable. Real options are opportunities under uncertainty, but not an obligation.
Real options are important in strategic and financial analysis and perhaps the greatest
benefit of real-options thinking is precise that "thinking" and learning to do better and
more flexible decisions. "A real-options strategy emphasizes the logic of strategic
opportunism, forcing managers to compare every incremental opportunity arising from
their existing investments with the full range of opportunities open to them." The use of
real options leads management to maximize opportunities while minimize mistakes. In an
increasingly and uncertain world, real options have broad application as a management
tool. They will change the way how managers value different opportunities and they will
change the way how managers think. (Leslie & Michaels, 1997).

2.5.3 Performance Measurement

Performance measurement (PM) is to converting important data from internal and external
information sources and to communicate it to managers at all levels of organizations. PM
enable effective decisions and continuous improvements for firms competence.
Performance measurement is a tool for more effective general management. According to
Hannula and Lönnqvist (2002), performance measurement is a management "style" based
on the measured information. The opposite could be the management by intuition. "On the
strategic level, performance measurement is focused on the key issues from the perspective
of the organization’s mission and strategic objectives." (Pekkola & Rantanen, 2014). PM
focus on financial information but more usefully, the real processes behind the financial
and the whole combination can be presented for example via balanced scorecard.

"The balanced scorecard translate an organization's mission and strategy into a set of
performance measures that provides the framework for implementing its strategy." (Kaplan
& Norton, 1996). The balanced scorecard does not focus only on financial objectives, it
also highlights the nonfinancial objectives, as being "balanced." Common measurements
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are financial, customer, internal process, learning and growth. The scorecard is useful
memory / measurement tool and it can be used with the five-step decision-making
frameworks: 1. Identify the problem and uncertainties, 2. Obtain information, 3. Make
predictions about the future, 4. Make decisions by choosing among alternatives, 5.
Implement the decision, evaluate performance and learn. (Horngren et all., 2009).

"A balanced scorecard consists of an integrated set of performance measures that are
derived from the company’s strategy and that support the company’s strategy throughout
the organization." A strategy is a theory how to achieve the organization’s goals. With
balanced scorecard, top management translates strategy into performance measures that
employees can understand and use. Different companies have different scorecards because
of different strategies. (Kaplan & Norton, 1992).

Figure 14. The Balanced Scorecard, (Adapted from Kaplan & Norton, 1996)

Forerunner companies have developed their performance management process into futureoriented Strategic Performance Measurement System (SPMS) taking leadership and
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management into account for achieving superior competence. The SPMS is integrated into
long-term goals and the measurement is focused on implementing the strategy. Therefore,
the strategy has to be measurable. The SPMS helps managers and workers to communicate
better, faster and more quality way. It is the best tool to achieve strategic goals, the simple
trick is to measure the strategy. While market / competition environment is turbulent and
dynamic, the SPMS helps managers to make better decisions under uncertainty. (Bisbe, J.
and Malagueno, R. 2012).

2.5.4 Strategic Financial Management

Financial management consists several parts, tax accounting, financial accounting,
managerial accounting etc. Financial accounting has subgroups as cost accounting / cost
management, performance accounting / evaluation / analysis and accounting for planning
and decision support. For example the cost accounting / management includes several
methods; Job Costing, Activity-Based Costing /-management, Master budgets, Flexible
budgets and the most important in this context, the strategic cost management looking to
the future. (Horngren et all., 2009).

Strategic financial management (SFM) is the part of strategic business management with
accounting information to provide a future-oriented financial model that assists
management in making business decisions. SFM evaluates external information regarding
trends in costs, prices, market share and cash flow with the intelligence of competitors,
suppliers, and technologies. (Horngren et all., 2009).

According to Horngren et all., (2009) the firms growth can be measured by four
perspectives:

1. Strategic Growth
2. Structural Growth
3. Organizational Growth
4. Financial Growth
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2.5.5 Business Model

Defining business model, it is a way that explain how enterprises work. A good business
model answers to the following questions: Who is the customer and what is the customer
value? What is the underlying economic logic that explains how a firm can deliver value to
the customer at an appropriate cost. The business model depicts the content, structure, and
governance of transactions that are designed to create value through the exploitation of
business opportunities. The measurement requires goods, information exchange, resources
and capabilities and the structure defines the operating method and its needed parts, links
and tools. Governance defined the flows of information and the incentives to the
participants. The logic of the firm is the way it operates and how it creates value for its
stakeholders. (Zott & Amit, 2010).

To be a source of competitive advantage, a business model needs to be more than just a
good logical way of doing business (Teece, 2010). The business model is likely to be
momentary and the model is a recipe and a tool that enables description and classification.
It is a consistent picture of the components and arrangements, that can be communicated
and understood in the organization. It is a tool for change, a tool to address focus on
innovation, tool for growth. (Demil & Lecocq, 2010).

Alexander Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur (2010) have developed a simple presentation
tool for business models, "The business model canvas" which is a strategic management
and lean startup template for developing new business models or documenting existing
business models better. The model includes parts for key partners, key activities, value
proposition, custom relationship, customer segments, key resources, channels, cost
structure and revenue stream. The main purpose for this tool is to systematically
understand, design and differentiate firms business model. The Business Model Canvas is
presented in figure 15. The structure of canvas puts the internal factors to the left and the
external factors to the right and the financial measurement are the bottoms of the canvas.
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Figure 15. The Business Model Canvas, (Adapted from Osterwalder & Pigneur 2010)

2.5.6 Opportunity

Entrepreneurship is an activity of discovery, evaluation and exploitation of opportunities to
create new inventions and innovations. (Venkataraman, 1997; Shane and Venkataraman,
2000). Important questions are why, when, and how some individuals discover, evaluate
and gather resources for opportunities (Shane and Venkataraman, 2000). Opportunities do
not spontaneously result in exploitation, they are exploited only when a human being acts.
Opportunity sources are: technological changes, political changes, regulatory changes,
social and demographic changes, urbanization, population and education. Schumpeterian
five form opportunity sources are: new product or service, new geographical markets, new
raw materials, new methods of production and new ways of organizing.

According to Shane (2003), individual differences and the discovery of entrepreneurial
opportunities needs access to information; life experience, social networks, search
processes, and opportunity recognition; absorptive capacity, intelligence and cognitive
properties. Shane argues that the effect of individual attributes on the decision to exploit
the opportunity have non-psychological factors; education, career experience, age, social
position and opportunity cost. The psychological factors are; motivation, core evaluation,
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and cognition. Other important parts are an economic environment, political environment,
and socio-cultural environment what effects to entrepreneurial behavior.

Table 4. The role of opportunities, (Adopted from Shane, 2003)

Shane (2003) presented a model of the entrepreneurial process. The process starts with
individual attributes, psychological factors, and demographic factors. The other side is the
environment with industry and macro-environment. With these factors, entrepreneurs see
and find opportunities that can be discovered and exploited to the execution with resource
assembly, organizational design, and strategy. The model is presented in figure 16.

Figure 16. The Model of the Entrepreneurial Process, (Adapted from Shane, 2003)
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2.5.7 Innovation

Innovation is the application of better solutions that meet new requirements, in-articulated
needs, or existing market needs. (Maranville, 1992). Innovation can be effective products,
processes, services, technologies, or ideas that are readily available to markets,
governments, and society. The term innovation can be defined as something original and
more effective and, as a consequence, new, that "breaks into" the market or society.
(Frankelius, 2009). Innovation (process) is the way and method to growth. Innovation is
the process of transforming and invention (or discovery) into something that is
commercially useful and valuable (Miller & Morris, 1999).

The source of innovation can be new knowledge of technology, markets, customer,
competition etc. Alternatively, from easing suffering or increasing prosperity. Innovation
can be an improvement. e.g. smaller, lighter, higher performance product, or e.g. faster,
more reliable process. Innovation can be more complex (new features and functionalities to
existing products). Adding more functions to a modular product. Innovations can be
simpler products. Getting rid of useless or too sophisticated features. Simpler
manufacturing processes. (Afuah, 2003). The innovation process has several steps and
activities, (Cooper, 1988) that are presented in figure 17.

Figure 17. The Stage Gate Model of Innovation, (Adapted from Cooper, 1988)
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Herstatt et all., (2004) argued that innovation process has five phase, where the phase 1 is
idea generation and assessment, the phase 2 is concept development and planning, the
phase 3 is for general development, the phase 4 is prototype development and testing and
the phase 5 is production, market introduction, and diffusion. Stevens and Burnley (2003)
presented the number game of innovation process, that is quite crucial but understandable:


3000 Raw Ideas



300 Ideas Submitted



125 Small Projects



9 Early Strage



4 Major



1,7 Launches



1 Succes

The more unfamiliar the innovation is, the more a firm should think about looking outside
its boundaries for help. Innovation has to be new, but the unfamiliarity is a negative factor
for the consumer. (Roberts & Berry, 1985). According to Robets and Berry (1985) the
familiarity matrix can be very useful tool for the firm to measure its inventions compared
to the market attractiveness.

Figure 18. The Familiarity Matrix, (Adapted from Roberts & Berry, 1985)
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2.6 STRATEGY PROCESS

Strategy process has difficult questions, how strategies are formed, implemented and
changed. Strategy content research has shown between three levels of strategy, business,
multi-business, and multi-national, with typology for each one. (Chakravarthy & White,
2001). At the level of multi-business or corporate strategy, there is tension between scale
and scope between vertical and horizontal integration (Chandler, 1990). Chakravarthy and
White (2001) argued that there is four types of strategy dynamics or outcomes over time:
improving/imitating, migrating, consolidating and innovating. Strategy process is dynamic,
it is about becoming something else and being someone, what is desired. The strategy
process involves and needs dynamic decisions and actions.

Strategic management proposes a wide range of business strategies, with their application
depending on objectives and strategic position of an enterprise: cost leadership,
differentiation and focus generic strategies, strategies of vertical integration and
diversification, offensive and defensive strategies, strategies implemented during specific
stages of industry evolution (growth, maturity, decline), strategies depending on
enterprise‘s relative position in the market (leader, challenger, follower, nicher).
(Ginevičius et all., 2010).
According to Johnson and Scholes (2002) and followed by Ginevičius et all., (2010)
eighteen partial competitive strategies are proposed to be included in the model of forming
the integrated competitive strategy of enterprise:

1. Market expansion strategies
2. Entrance deterrence strategies.
3. Strategies targeting market segments
4. Marketing and promotion strategies
5. Product development strategies
6. Strategies aimed at creating the contingent of permanent customers
7. Strategies targeting suppliers
8. Strategies targeting distribution channels
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9. Strategies targeting complements of the product
10. Strategies of developing and maintaining human and managerial resources.
11. Strategies of developing and maintaining technological resources.
12. Strategies of developing and maintaining information systems.
13. Strategies aimed at gaining and maintaining a good name and reputation
14. Offensive strategies
15. Defensive strategies
16. Response strategies
17. Collaboration and cooperation strategies.
18. Follower strategies

The structure of the integrated competitive strategy reflects the expected contribution of
every detailed strategy to enterprise performance; the shares of partial competitive
strategies are considered to be the quantitative indicators for the purpose of setting up longterm goals and choosing the main directions of business strategy of an enterprise,
distributing financial, human and other resources for strategic actions to be designed and
implemented. (Ginevičius et all., 2010).

In order to achieve and sustain competitive advantage within the industry, a company
should identify its competitive strategy based on its internal factors (e.g. company
resources, company capabilities, etc.) and analysis of externalities (e.g. customers,
suppliers, e.g.). Many recent contributions place emphasis on company level competitive
advantage under the banner of a resource-based view of the company (Hart, 1995; Dhanraj
& Beamish, 2003).

According to Jim Downey (2007) the definitions of strategic analysis often differ, but the
following attributes are commonly associated with it:
•

Identification and evaluation of data relevant to strategy formulation

•

Definition of the external and internal environment to be analyzed

•

A range of analytical methods that can be employed in the analysis.
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Examples of analytical methods used in strategic analysis include, Downey (2007):
•

SWOT analysis, (strengths, weakness, opportunities, threats)

•

PEST analysis, (political, economic, social, technological -factors)

•

Porter’s five forces analysis, (supplier, buyer, competitive, substitution, new entry)

•

four corner’s analysis, (see figure 19)

•

value chain analysis, (primary / support activities, allocating, identifying)

•

early warning scans, (market definition, filtering, predicting, communicating)

•

war gaming, (scenario testing)

The aim of the analytical tool is to sharpen the focus of the analysis and to ensure a
methodical, balanced approach (Downey, 2007).

Figure 19. Porter's Four Corner’s Analysis, (Adapted from Downey, 2007)

Another point of view of strategy process is so called the flowing stream strategy. The
implementation of flowing stream strategy is based on the strategic crystal. It has four
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main strategic factors; continuity, change, enterprise and customers. (Sushil, 2013). Figure
20 presents the flowing stream strategy crystal and the figure 21 the flowing stream
strategy process.

Figure 20. The Flowing Stream Strategy Crystal, (Adapted from Sushil, 2013)

Figure 21. The Flowing Stream Strategy Process, (Adapted from Sushil, 2013)

Sunshil's (2013) flowing stream methodology follows three phases with steps: 1a)
Crystallize continuity and change forces by identifying, interlinking, mapping and
categorizing continuity and change forces. 1b) Prepare strategic landscape by identifying,
interlinking, analyzing and landscaping the strategic factors, direction, and crystal. 2)
Select the strategic channels, formulate strategies and align strategies with direction. 3)
Execute and evolve the flowing stream. Continuity forces are: customer base, entrenched
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infrastructure, core competence, technology, global supply chain, and distribution network,
existing culture, performance. Change forces are: Globalization, new opportunities,
competition, customer needs, new technology, e-business, mergers and acquisitions,
government policy and legislation. (Sushil, 2013).

The forming process of competitive strategy of enterprise involves the selection of the
strategic alternatives, what is willing to be implemented. The comparative assessment of
expected impact on performance indicates in order to identify the most favorable strategic
alternatives to comprise the integrated strategy.

The process is a managerial tool to

perform the necessary calculations and generate a well-founded proposal on forming the
integrated strategy. (Ginevičius et all., 2010). Sharma et all., (2004) presented their process
for strategic management, that can be seen on figure 22.

Figure 22. The Process for Strategic Management, (adapted from Sharma et all., 2004)
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According to Ansoff, I. (1965) and followed by Kamensky, M. (2010) the strategy process
starts with the mission which is the baseline for strategic planning. Vision and values are
parts of mission and those are altogether the core purpose of the organization. Next phase
is to define the strategic business sectors and industries where to compete. While forming
the strategy, the process includes internal and external analyzes and for results, synthesis
analyzes. With analyzes, the strategic objectives and strategy choices can be done and
those will be formed to the strategic action programs. With long-term perspective, strategy
process includes long-term budgets and resource plans and the implementation of chosen
strategies.

Figure 23. The Strategy Process, (Adapted from Kamensky, 2010)
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2.7 CONCLUSON OF THE THEORY FRAMEWORK

The theory framework consists findings from the literature, a bit of history of strategy and
a wide range of different definitions of the strategy. There are the three main schools of
strategy, which are Market-Based View (MBV), Resource-Based View (RBV) and the
Relation View (RV) with their own characters and features. Findings include also different
views of firms superior competencies, that are presented by economic rents. The economic
rents are Ricardian Rents with RBV orientation, Chamberlinian Rents with MBV
orientation and the Schumpeterian Rents with RV orientation. Other perspectives are the
"thoughts of competence and economic" including sustained core competencies and the
luck as a component for the firm and strategy.

The theory framework continues with parts of growth company and definitions for the
growth, organizational life cycle and the phased / crisis of the growth. There are parts for
growth management with subgroups as Discovery Driven Planning (DDP), Real Options
(RO), Performance Measurement (PM), Strategic Financial Management (SFM), Business
Model, Opportunity, Innovation and the Strategy Process.

The theory framework is a wide scope including a lot of information and different kind of
findings and thoughts from several research field. On the other hand the framework is
partly disjointed, thoughts and findings from here and there but consequently the
framework represent the level of research while the target is strategy and superior
competence of growth company.

According to my research, the strategy and superior competence / performance is a bit of
mystery or at least partly confusing and disjointed. There is a lack of an overall picture of
it, or on the other hand, the substance is too big to handle and understand at once. The
issue is treated and discussed in following chapters, (chapter 3) emerging ideas and tools of
strategy and (chapter 4) analyzing the findings.
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3

EMERGING IDEAS AND TOOLS OF STRATEGY

This chapter is for processing the theory framework what is presented before. The theory
framework includes the history and definitions of strategy, three main schools of strategy,
firms superior competence, growth company, growth management, and the strategy
process. The theory framework presents the situation of strategy literature and knowledge
concentrating and limiting the research to the firm's superior competence and the growth in
the strategy context. The findings and the results of the processing are presented with
examples and pictures referring to the theory framework.

The method for processing the theory framework is idea generation regarding opportunity
scanning, information handling, playing with knowledge and developing new thought in
the field of strategy and superior competence of growth company. This kind of activity is
not very commonly known, meaning the actual process of invention and what kind of
actions individuals do while they make inventions. To fill a bit this lack of knowledge, I
present a hypothetical thought of idea generation, the puzzle of idea generation, in the first
processing chapter 3.1. While doing this, I try to understand how individuals, and I as well,
make inventions, is there some kind of process behind it, or is it just a coincidence,
something that fall in the sky and pop up from nowhere.

In chapter 3.2, like any other strategist, I try to understand the meaning and purpose of
strategy and with academic effort, to produce something new to the field. I try not to invent
any new definition of strategy, we have plenty of them but to compare it to the other
concepts and discuss, what is not a strategy. For the deeper understanding of strategy, I
made a think tank activity where I played with thoughts, is there some kind of components
that are included in strategy and I developed a hypothetical model of the strategy and
company with main components, the set combination of strategy, the chapter 3.3.

As I have presented the knowledge in the theory framework, the world and companies are
dealing with the dynamic and complex environment. With this assumption, I tried to figure
out how to measure the strategy with a some kind of simple method and could it be
visualized somehow. To this problem I invented a hypothetical mathematical method,
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called the strategy vector, what is presented in chapter 3.4. It is based on the assumptions
that strategy has its starting point, ending point, length and direction etc. The next thought
what I got with the result of my processing work was the navigation map of strategy,
presented in chapter 3.5. The idea formed after the vector -idea and it was a result of
thinking and working, how to visualize the strategy even better. The map was a good
memory-tool to me while I tried to understand the strategy better. If the strategy has its
starting point and ending point etc., are those "points" commonly known in the
organization? So, the map is a communication tool for the organization trying to visualize
the strategy better.

The last part of the processing is the continuous strategy process, chapter 3.6. According to
my research and my practical experience, the strategy process is usually a project with
starting and ending etc. I question this project policy and I argue that strategy management
should be a continuous process, after all regarding its importance.

3.1 THE PUZZLE OF IDEA GENERATION

Researchers have presented a different kind of processes and methods of seeing / seeking
opportunities, how to make inventions and implement those to innovations. It is known
that creating something new is a process of human creativity, general intelligence,
learning, personality, and motivation etc. However, it is not well known how this creativity
work, what those humans actually do when they are creative and make new ideas.
Researchers have presented different kind of tools for idea generation, finding
opportunities and generating innovations but according to my findings, the real process
behind it is a mystification.

The Puzzle of Idea Generation is my suggestion to solve the mystification or at least a tiny
part of it. The presentation of the "theory" goes through an example, how ideas are found
and formed. In the example, we pay attention to one specific field of industry and we
compare two different persons and their knowledge of the industry. One is an expert of the
industry and another is a novice of the industry. The person who don't know that much of
the industry sees it in a few puzzle pieces, (some kind of technology, some kind of market,
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some kind of processes etc.). The expert knows a lot of the industry and his/her puzzle has
thousands of pieces, (technology pieces, market pieces, process pieces etc.). The compared
situation is presented in simplified figure 24 below.

Figure 24. The Puzzle of Idea Generation; Novice and Expert

The picture presents the situation of "novice" and "expert" how they see the industry. The
idea is that the more one know, the more puzzle pieces is seen and known. It is a very good
purpose that the picture and puzzle pieces are imperfect, like the real world is. Other
important features in the picture are empty spaces between puzzle pieces. Empty spaces
represent the industry errors and opportunities to make a change to the existing set of
puzzle pieces. An innovator can produce new puzzle pieces to the empty spaces, make
improvements to existing pieces or do both, fill the empty space and replace existing piece
or a part of it. I expect that seeing the empty spaces with errors of puzzle pieces is the most
important key to development. And the opposite argue is that if one can't see empty spaces
and/or errors, it is unlikely that (s)he could make a radical improvement / innovation in the
field, at least without learning more about the subject. To be mentioned, it is not certain
that the expert sees the errors / opportunities, (s)he can be so called blind to those and only
sees the "perfect" environment.

The world is dynamic and continuously changing, so the puzzle pieces and the whole
puzzle is dynamic and continuously changing as well. When we imagine the moving and
changing puzzle, it is easy to think the role of right timing. The developed puzzle piece
could be perfect today but not tomorrow or the opposite, if the piece is not perfect today it
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could be perfect in the future. (Maybe it doesn't need to be perfect after all?) It is also easy
to think the Schumpeter's theory of creative destruction, the puzzle piece that could fill
some of the empty space and replace some existing piece or a part of it, demolishing
existing system as a destruction. The incremental innovation is a bit better puzzle piece
that fit better in the puzzle or it could be a new tiny puzzle part to the empty space that
improves the industry a bit.

Besides that world, industries and companies are dynamic they are also complex. It is very
unlikely that one expert knows everything. There must be specialization and differentiation
to know "everything" about some specific challenge. When figuring out the innovation
process, seeing opportunities and developing inventions, the framework is highly more
complex. The puzzle of an innovator is more than one industry. It includes the whole
knowledge field, education, work experience, habits, motivation and personal interests etc.
The concept is interdisciplinary knowledge, to combine best practice across sectoral
boundaries. Even though the system / process / concept seems to be too complex to
understand, it offers needed tools to the innovators. The tools are puzzle pieces from a
different kind of experience and knowledge and innovators are masters to play with
thoughts, could this piece fit over here or over there and so on? The game is not hard for
the innovator, they want to do it, they get energy while doing it and they progress while
doing it. It is more like a lifestyle and I assume that a lot of entrepreneurs are innovators
with their own puzzle pieces trying to solve (customers) problems.

I argue that the opportunity seeing or getting an idea is not a surprise moment, the idea
which pops up from nowhere, something that fell in the sky. It may seem to be a surprise,
the one that everyone has experienced when they figured out a solution for something. I am
arguing that brains and subconscious work with the problem and the solution is a result of
that work. Without knowing the problem, there is no solution coming. Innovators get ideas
and see opportunities because they work systematically and/or spontaneously with
emerging challenges, industry errors and future visions by combining, playing and
adapting thoughts, knowledge, and trials. In the example, the playground is a puzzle and
puzzle pieces represents the existing world. Innovators make their own puzzle pieces in
the way they like.
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The Puzzle of Idea Generation and the concept or process to produce and/or innovate
something new that does not exist may be confusing. To simplify the idea, we can figure
out the puzzle theory with a more traditional processes. Let's take an example of product
development. The product is the puzzle and the product parts are puzzle pieces. To make a
better product, developer have to know what are product's strengths, weakness,
opportunities, and threats. Competing products have to know as well. Changes could be
incremental innovations as better puzzle pieces or radical innovations with a new kind of
puzzle pieces covering the empty space of the puzzle as well. In the example, thinking
outside the box is thinking outside the puzzle. Innovator could make a puzzle piece that fits
as a part of one puzzle (industry) and another part of the same puzzle piece fits another
puzzle (industry) combining business sectors together. With a huge amount of puzzle
pieces, there is a huge potential to invent something valuable, but obviously there also
must be skills and motivation to look opportunities, the empty spaces or substitutive parts
of the puzzle.

To researchers; I argue that The Puzzle of Idea Generation -the process is what researcher
do. Researching is to collect information and existing theories, to collect puzzle pieces and
figuring out what is missing or what part could be better. The aim and the purpose for the
researcher is to combine the collected information and to form new syntheses if possible.
Synthesis can form to a new theory, and if it is so, we can say that it is an innovation in the
field of researching. I argue that the basic innovation process is the same kind than the
research process, finding solutions to the problems in a dynamic and complex environment
with a time perspective and continuous learning.

Another important part of the puzzle -idea is the dynamic and complex reality regarding
individuals. The novice can be an expert over a time if he / she develop his / hers puzzle, to
learn more and find opportunities for development. This fact means that if someone can't
see the opportunity today, he / she can see it in the future while his / her knowledge-puzzle
develops and changes. Dynamics and complex reality represents also the knowledge
resource by meaning that knowledge of individual is a very wide concept, a very huge
puzzle. The individual have to focus on some specific part of the knowledge / puzzle, to
research the situation and to look for opportunities. With this assumption, I argue that
seeing an opportunity is a result of focused thinking / work which is based on the
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knowledge of some specific issue where the possible solution is interesting and worth of
solving. The very same idea works in the firm's performance and development, it is better
to focus on being the best in the specific field that try to be good at everything.

In the organization, the puzzle of idea generation has at least individual level, team level,
and organizational level. The individual level is the idea generation independently by
oneself, the team level is ideation in a group with combining different knowledge and
experience, and the organization level is the idea generation piece by piece with a lot of
people affecting to the process. This kind of activity is commonly known as research &
development & innovation (R&D&I) in the organization.

The puzzle of idea generation "theory" could be helpful think-tool to understand better how
ideas are formed and invented, how people see opportunities and when or why. With the
improved knowledge of idea generation, there could be a chance to make better
innovations, to make more innovations or to someone, make some kind of innovation as an
entrepreneurial activity. To research field the puzzle of idea generation is a needed part to
the innovation process, what happens before individual sees an opportunity and / or gets an
idea.

3.2 WHAT IS STRATEGY?

According to my research of history and definitions of strategy, the field is broad, partly
disjointed and a bit confusing. The logic of researching and developing strategy knowledge
seems to be insufficient and partly unattached to each other. Ridiculously there are
different "schools" of strategy which tries to find the truth better than another.
Nevertheless, there are few common features, (as a puzzle parts), that are generally
accepted, (still not always remembered):


Strategy is a future oriented



Strategy is a plan for the future



Strategy defines what to do in the future



Strategy defines how to do in the future
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Strategy defines how to "win the game"



Strategy has its objects, subject and purpose; (to whom, who does, why?)

Before going more specific details, strategy document can be compared to another
important documents; financial statement and business plan. (See picture 25 below). This
allocation is commonly known but often forgotten or poorly presented. Those documents
are separate with a good reason, but they have links to each other, what should be
understandable. The history affects the present and the future, plans for the future affects
the present and the present affects to the future, "what kind of history we are going to
make."

Figure 25. The Comparison of Company's Main Documents

According to my research, the scholarly literature of strategy doesn't basically deal with the
common roles and / or connections of presented documents, which could lead to more
understandable results of knowing and understanding what the strategy really is and what
is the main purpose of it.

In my opinion, there is enough different kind of definitions of strategy and I try not to
make another one. It may be too hard to define the strategy in a one or few sentences, there
is too much to handle at once. My suggestion to improve the knowledge of strategy is to
compare it. The first comparison was the main documents, financial statement and business
plan, in figure 25. The second comparison could be the time. In my opinion, the useful
history (document) could be from five years past to the present time. It is useful to know
what have happened, why a company is what is it. The business plan is for the present time
and for the short term future. I argue that business plan has its roots from short -term
history as well, so it could present the time between one year of the past to the one year of
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the future. The strategy is then focused on the time for the long term future, from 1 to 5
year.

With this comparison, the time perspective and the main documents, the strategy is quite
easy to understand. It is a plan for the future, "how to win the war." On the other hand, it is
useful to separate from the traditional business plan to be more accurate and more
meaningful.

To continue this game of comparison, let's take an example of company's activities. It is
well known that company's activities can be divided to strategical, tactical and operational
functions. There is also time perspective in different functions, where operational activities
are the shortest; sales, marketing, cost allocation etc. Operational functions and activities
are mostly skills and habits of individuals that can be trained and learned. The tactical
functions are bigger and longer and usually defined in the business plan; marketing plan,
R&D plan, budgets, cost management etc. Tactical functions are more planned and decided
common activities with organizational culture, structure and behavior. The strategical
functions are the longest activities; the growth plan, plan for market penetration, product
commercialization etc. Strategical functions and activities are systems, tools and
managerial choices for achieving future goals.

I argue that it is a good reason to separate strategical (policy), tactical (procedure) and
operational (execution) functions and activities from each other, especially when it is
related to the strategy communication. Otherwise, the strategy work can be misunderstood
in the organization and without separation, everything can be "strategy something."
Without a good reason and direction of strategy, it may be useless or poor. On the other
hand, if organizational functions, strategy, tactics, operations, are well separated, they are
better understood and easier to manage. As in principle, while managers figure out what is
strategy, tactics and operations, the another important issue is to figure out what is not
strategy, tactics or operations. By doing this, I assume that the communication develops to
the better and understandable form.
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3.3 THE SET COMBINATION OF STRATEGY

As I have presented in the theory framework, there are different schools of strategy,
market-based view (MBV), resource-based view (RBV) and relational view (RV). (Few
puzzle pieces of mine). I have also argued that those schools are ridiculous and I am going
to visualize why it is so. Besides those schools, strategy literature consists also other
important (puzzle) parts of a company and strategy. First to mentioned, "opportunities,"
that can be formed to inventions and innovations. It is well known that opportunities and
innovation are necessary and needed features of (growth) company. Business skills or
business intelligence are also well-known parts of firms competence, how to manage the
firm, its resources, opportunities and how to lead humans. Skills include the knowledge of
market and competition, compared to the company, how to perform in a dynamic
environment. With these puzzle pieces, I have formed "The Set Combination of Strategy"
(and company) that can be seen on figure 26 below.

Figure 26. The Set Combination of Strategy; R = resources, O = opportunities, B = business intelligence

The puzzle parts are R as resources, O as opportunities and B as business intelligence /
skills. When putting those parts together, we can see the result on the right side of figure
26. The set combines resources, opportunities and business intelligence to one big picture,
the important parts of company and strategy. The letter E represents the (E)nterprise and or
(E)ntrepreneur and it is easy to imagine that if we measure the enterprise with its
components, the enterprise must be involved somehow. This is also the principle of well
known Set Theory / Venn Diagram of logical relations, "E=R∩O∩B." (E is an intersection
of R and O and B).
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This set is a simplified presentation while the truth is likely highly more complex. Still the
set is a useful start to understand more and better of a company and its strategy. The
presented set embodies only the firm's most important internal components and it must be
placed to the (specific) environment. The figure 27 below present the situation "on
competition" as letter C. (C could be also "environment"). In the picture, there are 5 sets
presenting 5 different sized firms competing in their environment. Every set is drawn
inside the circle that presents the cover / interface of company, what is (allowed) seen on
outside and inside the circle, (outside the sets), the empty space is "other things of
company" like taxes, laws etc. that are necessary but not (usually) strategic objects.

Figure 27. The Set Combination of Strategy on Competition

To understand the set combination of a company and strategy in detail, I present different
situations of company with the set "theory" that can be seen on figure 28. There is different
situations or phases of company and entrepreneur; 1. Best-case (target), 2. Startup-case, 3.
Director-case, 4. Lottery winner-case, 5. Investor-case, 6. Mature stage-case and 7. Rich
person without skills-case.
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The first part of the picture presents the balanced
situation of the company, and this is the target and
purpose which can be understood with next parts.

The basic startup-situation. There is a huge potential
for innovation but a lack of resources and a lack of
business intelligence.

The situation of director etc. who has a good
knowledge and skills of business but a lack of
opportunities and resources.

This presents the lottery winner, bequest of money etc.
There is no business skills or opportunities seen, only
resources like money.

The investor's "big hope," only money is needed. (And
resources that can be bought). There are a good
opportunity and good business skills.

The situation of the mature stage of the company, there
are business skills and resources but a lack of
opportunities and new inventions / innovations.

The last situation presented may be the most
uncommon. The lottery winner who sees opportunities,
the startup who gets resources without business
intelligence, a rich person who start to do business.

Figure 28. The Set Combination of Different Cases of Entrepreneurs or Companies
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In advanced review, if we put "strategy schools" and "economic rents" into the same
picture, we can notice that they are dealing with the very same issue, the company, its
strategy, and its performance. It is irrelevant to compare what strategy school or economic
rent is better that another, those are "components" of the company and its strategy. In
figure 29. there is The Set Combination of Strategy (and company) with different schools
of strategy and with different rents as representing the superior competence.

Figure 29. The Comparison of Strategy Schools and Rents

It can be seen on figure 29 that the schools of strategy and the economic rents are dealing
with the very same purpose and target and, therefore it is irrelevant to make conclusions of
strategy or superior competence with one perspective / school / rent, those all are needed. I
argue that the only relevant aspect should be "entrepreneurial school" or "entrepreneurial
rent" that is based on the set combination which includes all the other perspectives to one.
"E=R∩O∩B." (E is an intersection of R and O and B).

The Set Combination of Strategy (and company) is a visualization method that allow to
measure company's internal situation and its balance, compared to the competitors
situations. It helps to understand the real situation and with that the analyzes are more
exact, which leads to more exact plans and better managerial choices for the future. The
combination is also a memory tool for managers, the company must be analyzed via
resources, opportunities and business skills to understand the whole situation, future
possibilities, and challenges.
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3.4 THE STRATEGY VECTOR

The Set Combination of Strategy is focused on firm's present situation and it doesn't
include the time perspective, the complex and the dynamic environment. To this problem, I
developed the idea of "The Strategy Vector" which purpose is to understand the dynamics
of the company and its environment in strategy perspective. As we know in principle, any
vector has a specific length and a direction with a slope that are formed via results of x and
y -axels. There is a starting point presenting the present situation and an ending point
presenting the future targets. I argue that the strategy has also its length (how far away the
goals are), it has its direction (where should be going) and its slope (how fast to go) that
are results of money and real processes. The visual presentation can be seen on figure 30.
The figure presents four corner analysis with the accelerating growth in the upper right
corner, the decelerating growth in down right corner, the accelerating decrease in upper left
corner and the decelerating decrease in down left corner.

Figure 30. The Strategy Vector

The picture 30 is presenting the best situation, the accelerating growth of the company.
There is the real process, what the firm is actually doing and the money process as a result
of the real process. In the best case, the real process is working very well and because it,
the money process are positive and the growth is accelerating. The right down corner
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presents the situation where the firm is making a positive profit, but the growth is
decelerating. It may be the cause of decreased sales in short time perspective. The left
down corner presents the situation that the firm is making a negative profit, but the
decrease is decelerating. This may be the cause of decreased sales, but the future seems to
be better. The left upper corner is the worst, where the firm is making a negative profit
with accelerating decrease and without changes, it leads to the bankruptcy.

In the picture, there is also "The Vision" and "The Truth" where the vision is drawn with a
simple straight line but "the truth" is drawn with six different vectors presenting the reality.
On the other hand, those vectors could present the past time of company where the vector
of vision is what is seen in a simplified manner, (the starting point and the ending point)
and the vectors of "truth" present the better knowledge, what actually happened between
points of starting and ending.

With the strategy vector, firms dynamic and complex performance, (past, present, future)
can be visualized to understandable form to make better decisions with more proper
analysis of company and competition. The presentation method shows important strategic
measurements and firms goals with the path of real- and money process, lengths, slopes,
and directions. The data can be found on documents: financial statement (history), business
plan (present) and strategy (future). The needed data exist and the strategy vector
presentation shows the important causal connections of documents and managerial
decisions of future plans.

The history and the present time of company can be compared to the goals and targets with
regression- and correlation analysis with the strategy vector. The analysis discloses the
probability and challenges for the strategy and with the strategy vector presentation model
the probability and challenges can be visualized to more understandable form. "How
realistic the future goal is and what is need to be happen?"

Future possibilities for the strategy vector analysis are visualization but also performance
measurement. The strategy vector is a memory tool reminding strategy's "mathematical"
features, starting and ending points, direction, length and slope, and as a visualization
method presenting the past and the aimed future via understandable picture. In
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performance management and measurement, the vector analysis could be a needed part and
method to get more accurate and understandable information of the company's
performance that can be communicated better in the organization.

3.5 THE NAVIGATION MAP OF STRATEGY

I have presented The Set Combination of Strategy as a firm's basic components and The
Strategy Vector as a measurement tool for the strategy in a dynamic environment. Those
are parts of understanding the strategy, object, subject and purpose but still it may be
confusing to understand what the strategy is. To this problem, I invented one visualization
method, called the navigation map of strategy. "The puzzle pieces" are:


Strategy has its starting point (the present situation of company)



Strategy has its ending point (targets & goals of company)



Strategy has its path / route (how to achieve the goals)



Strategy has its tools, method and processes to achieve the targets

The main idea is that the strategy has its road, some kind of starting point as a present
situation of the company, some kind of ending point as a future / target situation and the
road, "how to achieve targets." The map presents the visualization and memory-tool.

Figure 31. The Navigation Map of Strategy
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For example, I took a picture of northern Europe to demonstrate the theory as figure 31.
The Navigation Map of Strategy can be used with simple questions, (we = organization):
 Do we know (well enough) where to start? (The present situation)
 Do we know (well enough) where to go? (Targets and goals)
 Do we know (well enough) the path / route what to use? (Scenarios, options)
 Do we know (well enough) how to travel? (What is need to be done?)
 Do we know (well enough) what is on the route? (Risks, competition)
 Do we know (well enough) that we are reaching the goal? (Measurement)

The main purpose of the navigation map of strategy is to visualize the main purpose of the
strategy. It is a very simple memory-tool that force the strategy communication to the
understandable form. I argue that the strategy communication has to start with the simple
presentation, what is the present situation and what the firm is going to reach in the future.
The next phase is to define the ways how to achieve the goals and what kind of changes it
will cause to the organization.

An advanced form of the navigation map of strategy, it can be used to present the history
path with the main development steps and with future targets and its steps, that visualize
the situation and goals that can be communicated to the organization an understandable
way. The presentation curve / path is easy to make using profit and / or turnover analyzes
but the most important is to analyze the real process with showing what was the reason for
the turnover and profit. Also in the future curve, the real process, what is needed to be
done, is the most important target to find out.

Figure 32 presents an example for the navigation map with history path. There is history
steps H1-H5, (what was the reason for turnover) and future steps F1-F8, (what is needed to
happen) that targets can be reached. To be mentioned, the strategy vector can be used to
determine those steps and the real processes behind those steps.
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Figure 32. History and Future Paths for the Navigation Map of Strategy

The navigation map of strategy and the strategy vector has a lot of common as a
visualization method and memory tool. For the experienced strategist, those tools may be
childish but to the other members in the organization, a needed part to understand the
purpose of the strategy and the changes what the strategy execution needs. While the
company and its strategy have a future target, to grow, to develop etc. it means a time of
change. At the same time, the challenge comes from change management and possible
resistance of change. Managerial challenges are, for example, how to provide an
explanation and meaning for the change, why the company and organization want and need
to change, when, how, by whom, and why just now etc. I argue that visualization for
example via strategy vector and navigation map could lead better communication and
understanding of strategy and company's changes, to achieve goals and execute the
strategy better.

3.6 THE CONTINUOUS STRATEGY PROCESS

According to my research, the strategy process, how to form and how to implement the
strategy, is not very commonly known. My best finding and my favorite were the Ansoff's
(& Kamensky's) framework / strategic architecture, (figure 23 & figure 33). The
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framework offers a wide range of different analyzes, syntheses, objectives, action
programs and so-called safeguarding for the implementation. I argue that this kind of
framework and its usage develops a lot if some visualization methods are included into the
process. For example if we include the strategy set and the strategy vector analyzes with
the navigation map presentation method to the framework, the strategy communication will
be highly more understandable and more accurate. By doing so, it could lead to better
managerial choices as a result of better knowledge and easier communication.

Figure 33. The Strategy Process Framework and Visualization Methods

For the existing company, there is usually existing vision, mission, values and the core
purpose. Those are a good start for the strategy process defining the direction and the
upper-stage goals to the company and organization. According to my research, the very
first step in the strategy process is to form useful analyzes while the most important
question is what is useful? The usefulness can be defined with the core purpose of strategy:
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growth, performance, competence, effectiveness etc. The core purpose of strategy
compared to the results of analysis have to be useful and understandable, otherwise the
work is pointless.

An example, while ambition is growth. What will enable growth? There is internal and
external factors with internal and external analyzes. The planning and analyzing directions
are inside-out and outside-in, resource-based and market-based. For the internal analyzes
researchers have suggested, among other, the basic financial analyzes and the VRIO /
VRIN -methods to define the core competencies / resources. How easy it is to measure
what is (V)aluable, (R)are, (I)nimitable and (N)onsubstitutable / (O)rganized to capture
value? If the measurement can be done, is it understandable and useful, easy to
communicate to the organization? For the external analyzes, among other, researchers have
suggested so called PEST-analysis, (P)olitical, (E)conomic, (S)ocial and (T)echnological
with stakeholder analysis. How useful are those, if the future target is the growth of the
company?

I suggest that The Set Combination of Strategy (and company) offers a good development
tool for the internal / inside-out analysis process. It works as a memory-tool but also for the
visualization and communication method. Figure 34 presents The Set Combination of
Strategy as strategy components with the core processes and with the intrinsic properties
for each part. There is part O as an opportunity with innovation management, ideas,
inventions, and innovations that are some kind of creative and artistic behavior. The R part
is resources that deals with cost management, -control, -savings and -allocation which are
highly accurate and deals with reality. The B part is business skills that consist of knowhow and know-who management and leadership styles with strategical, tactical and
operational skills with docile and flexible purpose. The center of attention is E part as
entrepreneur and enterprise as managing the big picture by ownership and (corporate)
governance.
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Figure 34. The Set Combination of Strategy and Core Processes of Company

The purpose for the strategy set with core processes is to separate the most important parts
/ components / processes into individual units with logical relations between each other.
The simplified method offers more understandable, organized and effective way to manage
the company and strategy forming in the internal analysis phase, the inside-out style.
Another part of analyzing is the outside-in style with external analyzes. External analyzes
and factors that are commonly known, are market analysis, competitor analysis, industry
analysis etc. Commonly known tools are for example Porter's Five Forces analysis, The
Growth Share Matrix etc. and tools which can be used to compare own situation to the
others. Picture 35 presents the external factors and how those should effect to the company.

Figure 35. The External Factor Effecting to the Company
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The purpose of different strategic analyzes (internal and external) is to learn and it is a
process of collecting information (puzzle pieces) of any kind that helps to understand firms
opportunities, core resources, and performance compared to the external factors. And
opposite, the collected external information compared to firm's opportunities and
competence. The third compared factor is the main purpose of strategy; growth,
performance effectiveness, etc.

One important question might be; when the analyzes are completed and what is enough? I
have understood, "with no written proof," that the strategy forming is traditionally an
annual project or every second-year project for the organization. The tradition, (if it is so),
is dangerous. In annual strategy projects, targets, methods, resources and budgets will be
defined and decided and the rest is trying to do so hoping a good luck. (The place and the
time for the organizational resistance to change). In the annual strategy project, the
analyzes will be done as a project as well. There must be a starting point and ending point
but what is enough? I argue that there is no specific complete stage for analysis. In the
project, it just has to stop somewhere. The very same logic follows every phase of strategy
project, (analyzing, forming, implementing, leading, measuring), there is starting point and
ending point and the irritating fact is that the phases will be always incomplete, there is
always something that could have been done better.

I argue and suggest that strategy has to be an ongoing process, one area of management
and leading. After all managers are dealing with the future of organization which is quite
an important issue. With ongoing strategy process, the analyzing is collecting information
as a process to effect firm's performance and managerial decisions. Another definition for
this kind of managerial behavior is called the "performance measurement." When dealing
with the strategy process and its analyses, the sentence is "strategic performance
measurement" or "strategic performance management."

The strategic performance measurement / -management (SPM) is an ongoing process to
measure important information for the strategy, with its core purpose; to grow, to develop,
to perform better, to achieve more competence, to gain more effectiveness etc. The SPM
analyzes, internal and external factors measured continuously while doing so, there is no
need for an annual project trying to do the same effect. The next phase in the strategy
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project is to form the strategy with analyzed information and the very same weakness
occurs there. To make the big decisions once per year, or on the opposite thinking method,
continuously improving the performance? The very same logic follows every phase of
strategy project and every phase can be done with the continuous process when the annual
strategy tradition turns to be useless.

Continuous strategy process can be managed with known methods of Discovery-Driven
Planning (DDP) and Real Options (RO). As I have presented in the theory framework, the
DDP-method is developed to the situations of uncertainty and complexity, to the dynamic
environment. Traditional strategic planning and controlling can be disastrous, they are too
big issues to handle at once. In accordance with this approach, the strategy process can be
managed stepwise, learning, improving and developing for its purpose. The RO-method is
very same kind than DDP, but it focus more on the financial investment, doing a lot of
little investment with the learning and better-performing aspect. To compare the different
styles of strategy, figure 36 performs the differences of project and process of strategy
management. The strategy project as a hierarchical and annual version, and the strategy
process as a continuous and dynamic version.

Figure 36. The Comparison of Project and Process Management of Strategy
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3.7 CONCLUSON OF THE IDEATION CHAPTER

In the processing part of my thesis, my target was to develop new thoughts and ideas in the
context of strategy and superior competence of growth company. The first presented
thought was the puzzle of idea generation, how individuals actually get ideas in the
innovation process. I argued that the process is a more formal activity with scanning and
developing ideas than a surprise moment, something that fall from the sky. The puzzle is a
field of research and development and the puzzle pieces represent the parts, components,
issues etc., that are included in the field. An invention can be a bit better puzzle piece, the
piece that covers a wider area and/or replaces the existing piece. The puzzle idea and the
method are presented in practice via other parts of the chapter, as processing the findings.
My puzzle pieces were from my practical knowledge, findings from the theory part of the
thesis and the ideation process itself with my new thought in the strategy field.

After the puzzle idea, I paid attention to the actual meaning and purpose of strategy by
asking, what is a strategy? I did not put any effort to develop a new definition of strategy
but especially to figure out what is not a strategy. I compared strategy to the another
important documents of the company, financial statement, and business plan. I also
compared it to the time perspective and to the other functions of a company, tactical and
operational ones. I have a very strong opinion, that it is very important to define what is
not a strategy. The opinion is based on the fact that the strategy is hard to define and it can
be used in a very different context where the misunderstanding can appear. So, while
defining strategy and strategic actions, it is highly useful to define what is not a strategy,
by defining "not" -functions to the tactical and operational activities, to the business plan
parts etc. By doing so, company and managers can achieve better and understandable
managerial form that can be communicated to the organization more easily.

The third part of the processing was the set combination of strategy. I developed the idea
while I researched the field of strategy. I figured that different schools of the strategy were
dealing with the same issue, for example, the purpose and the target of strategy, so there
must be something common of those. I had a different kind of puzzle pieces, I played with
thoughts and I explored with different kind of combinations trying to get a good picture of
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strategy and its components, or is there any after all. The result was a combination of
resources, opportunities and business intelligence. This combination seemed to be a good
and informative, the roots of strategy and company. The combination seemed to be valid
because it explains / covers other research findings, the three schools of strategy, (RBV,
MBV, RV) and economic rents, (Ricardian, Chamberlinian, Schumpeterian). While
combining the components to the Venn Diagram, the middle, intersection, is an
entrepreneur and/or an enterprise. The finding (E) was another proof that the combination
is valid.

The set combination -idea is also presented with different situations: 1) the balanced /
target / best case, 2) startup-case, 3) director-case, 4) lottery winner-case, 5) investor-case,
6) mature stage-case and 7) rich person without skills-case. Different situations are
presented via different size of the parts: - resources - opportunities - business skills. The
comparison helps to understand the set combination -idea, how it can be used and its
potential to visualize the organization's strategy. I argue that company should seek the
balance of the resources, opportunities, and business skills and therefore, it is important to
know if there is no balance at the moment. It is also important to analyze if strategic
actions and organization's changes are going to affect the balance, at least if the change is
negative.

The fourth thought / idea was the strategy vector. Like strategy, vector has its starting /
ending point, length, direction, slope etc. With these assumptions, the puzzle pieces of
mine, I developed the vector analysis model, which can be used to visualize the strategy,
its (mathematical) characters and with those to communicate the strategy and needed
change better to the other members of the organization. I presented the vector analysis with
four corner model, where the right upper corner is accelerating growth, right down corner
decelerating growth, left down corner decelerating decrease and left upper corner
accelerating decrease. There was also two path, the vision as a single straight line and the
truth presented via several lines one after another. I argue that the visualization / analyzing
method of strategy vector is useful to understand the history and the present situation of the
organization but the most important, to compare future strategic targets to the present and
past, are those targets in line with common sense, probable and possible.
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The fifth presented idea and thought was the navigation map of strategy. It is a result and a
further step for the strategy vector, which formed while I thought a lot, how to visualize the
strategy and its purpose even better. Again I argue that the formed idea is based on the
puzzle of idea generation, where my puzzle was the visualization aim and the new puzzle
piece is the navigation map. It is a result of working, not an idea that pops up from
nowhere. While the puzzle is strategy, forming, implementing, communication etc., the
navigation map is a memory tool especially to the communication matter, and visualization
method to help the communication. As a memory tool, it keeps the same starting and
ending points with optional paths than the strategy vector, but the strategy may be easier to
understand while presented with navigation map. The most important part of this memory
tool is the question, what is on the road? Translated to the company's actions, what need to
be done and happen that goals and targets can be reached? What kind of risk could appear
and how to avoid and prepare to those risks.

The last idea formed in the processing chapters was the continuous strategy process.
According to my research and my practical knowledge, the strategy is traditionally formed
annually or another project way with starting and ending point. According to my research
and my practical knowledge, the strategy is traditionally formed annually or another
project way with starting and ending point. At the same time, the strategy is said to be the
most important activity of an organization. My suggestion for the continuous process is
based on the wonder, why the strategy is on the table just one's per year or not even so
often, if it is so important. My opinion is that the strategy is so important, actions for the
future, that it must be involved to the daily management with strategic performance
measurement, continuous analyzing and habitual developing. The main purpose of
continuous strategy process is that the organization doesn't need to start the project all over
again, the development is ongoing.
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4

ANALYZING THE FINDINGS

This chapter is for analyzing the results of literature investigation, presented in chapter 2
and the processing phase, emerging ideas, and tools for the strategy context, presented in
chapter 3. The analyzing is focused on the existing knowledge of strategy and superior
competence, (theory framework) with comparing it to the emerging ideas for the strategy
context, that have presented before. The result of generating new ideas / processing the
literature findings with new thoughts has two different aspects in principle. One aspect is
the question of the whole strategy process (project versus process) and another aspect is
other ideas, own kind of tools for the strategy work.

4.1 STRATEGY PROJECT VS. STRATEGY PROCESS

According to my research, the strategy work is often perceived to be a project. It is also
commonly known that organizations use this same method for their strategy work;
launching the project with selected project staff, analyzing, forming, implementing,
communicating (the strategy) etc. There is also good instructions for the strategy project,
for example using the Ansoff's (1965) / Kamensky's (2010) framework presented in figure
23, page 50. This manner of an approach is understandable, logical, comprehensive and
easy to follow, but there are also risks and weaknesses behind it. One important question
is: when / why organization or company needs a strategy project? The answer could be:
when it is in crisis and something (big) have to be changed. If everything is alright, why
change anything?

In chapter 3.6 I argued and presented an idea that the strategy work should be a continuous
process, not a project. My initial argument is based on the assumption that the strategy
work have to be one area of management and leading, ongoing process for improving
competence and performance of the organization. In this manner, the continuous strategy
process is an alternative managerial method for the strategy work where the whole idea and
philosophy of strategy project versus strategy process differs a lot from each other. A
project with starting and ending vs. continuously developing process, (see figure 37).
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Figure 37. Strategy Project vs. Strategy Process

Strategy project is a good choice if the strategy work will be done for the first time or it is
certain that huge changes have to be done. Needed changes may occur with positive
(growth) forces or negative (decrease) forces and the focus of the strategy work is to
reform the organization corresponding to the new situation. If there isn't an urgent need for
the big changes, the strategy project can be harmful while looking for the big changes
without need. Those changes, results of the strategy project, are probably just called as
"our new strategy." It is also easy to assume that because strategy projects tend to be
hardworking and expensive, it is hard or impossible (for managers) to change nothing or
just a little, the change feeds itself. So, at least the strategy project seems to be valid and
recommended for those who do the work for the first time. It is also reasonable to start the
strategy project if there are (big) real changes required. Even though the strategy project
could be a solution to gain positive changes, it may also affect negatively with unwanted
changes, needless change resistance and/or poorly considered decisions as a result of a
tight schedule and pure willingness just to change.

When or why organization / company encounters a situation where the strategy project has
to be started? Is it when the needed change occurs / appears? If it is so, there must be some
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kind of ongoing method to monitor, when to start the strategy project. More likely the
strategy project has managerial and organizational tradition, to be launched once per year
or another habitual starting point. Strategy project starts because it has always started. The
project looks for changes but unfortunately, the changes don't guarantee better
performance. It is certain and understandable that the strategy projects are better
managerial habits than no strategy work at all, but strategy work doesn't necessary need
projects, it can be managed with continuous developing process or even as a part of a
normal daily routine. (For example with help of discovery-driven planning and real
options).

One interesting question is; what kind of company or organization uses habitual strategy
projects and is there some kind of united group of those? An enlightened guess could be
that there are different "schools" of managing the strategy work, at least 1) project, 2)
process and 3) lifestyle, 4) others. To be more accurate, description for the "schools" is
listed below:

1. Strategy project: (Clear) starting point, schedule, ending point
2. Strategy process: (Managed) ongoing process, continuous developing
3. Strategic lifestyle: (Entrepreneurship) combined strategy, tactics and operations
4. Others: No strategy work at all, unformed / non-managed combination of 1,2,3.

It is likely that many entrepreneurs and managers of small enterprises / organizations don't
use habitual strategy project or strategy process, the work is inside of their daily routines.
Of course, well-managed strategy work could be helpful for any organization, but it may
be perceived to be too expensive, not a current problem etc. There are also entrepreneurs,
enterprises and organization without any strategy / future plans and those with some kind
of strategy work, formed or unformed, managed or non-managed.

Viewing one manager or entrepreneur, the strategic lifestyle and no strategy work at all,
are quite opposite trends in principle. The very same comparison and argument works to
the company or organization if there are strategic lifestyle vs. no strategy work at all. On
the other hand, if the strategic lifestyle is compared to the continuous strategy process,
those are very similar concepts. The difference may be that one is autonomic and another is
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organized / managed. It could be said that continuous strategy process is ideal, if it works
autonomic, as a lifestyle. Another point of view is a comparison of no strategy work at all
(a group of others) vs. strategy project. Interestingly, there are similar characters with no
strategy work at all vs. the strategy project, at the moment when it is not going on, the time
after ending point to the new starting point. It follows to the conclusion that, the time when
strategy project is not going on, it is opposite in principle, compared to the ongoing
strategy process. Playfully, the finished strategy project is an ideal situation for not strategy
work at all.

At least somehow it seems to be that the continuous strategy process (as a lifestyle) and no
strategy work at all, are opposite concepts of each other with the outer boundary of best
and worst case. In turn, the strategy project as a concept is something between best and
worst case of strategy work. At the time, it is similar than strategy process and at the other
time, it is similar, than no strategy work at all. In reality, the situation is more likely
something between process and project working, in both preferred methods of managing.
An organization that uses strategy projects may have some kind of strategy process going
on and organization that prefers continuous strategy process may also have strategy
projects at some time.

A company or an organization that uses continuous strategy process could start an
additional strategy project, for example, to respond of a sudden need for a change. In the
best scenario, continuously developing strategy process is so well working that there is no
need for extra strategy projects. The situation is almost opposite in a company or an
organization that uses strategy projects. A concept of additional strategy process is
irrelevant, the process is ongoing or otherwise it is a project. In the worst scenario, habitual
strategy projects can be too clumsy in dynamic and continuously changing reality, they just
can't follow up needed changes as fast as they should. There is also a risk if big (change)
decisions are made habitually once/twice per year etc. as a result of strategy project,
development of the organization / company may be confused and non-linear, sometimes
even harmful. Ongoing and continuously developing strategy process could be more
adaptive and dynamic management style (organizational lifestyle) but of course, it has its
risks and weaknesses as well. To be mentioned one, the costs of ongoing strategy work.
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Is there some correlation of company / organization size and philosophy of strategy work?
In the strategy process case, it could be understandable that the process grows if the
company / organization grows, as a part of managing. The same thought works with the
strategy project case; if the company / organization grows, the strategy project grows.
Somehow the idea of (massive) growing strategy project is absurd, or at least harder to
perceive as a management style of huge organization. It is easier to imagine that the project
stops growing in some point, or it forms to be more like a process. One interesting question
is, are there huge companies / organizations that use only strategy projects and no strategy
process at all? On the other hand, are there huge companies / organizations that don't use
strategy projects, the continuing strategy process deals all? Is this project style only used in
the middle sized companies / organizations?

A figure 38 below represents a hypothetical comparison of strategy project vs. strategy
process with growing / developing trend lines. Left side is for strategy project with habitual
strategy decisions (causing a possible crisis) and with two future scenarios, good / bad
luck. Correspondingly the strategy process is presented in the right side. The purpose of
this presentation is to demonstrate that the strategy process is probably more adaptive and
faster to respond for the needed changes, at least hypothetically in the best scenario. Even
though the project routine seems to be riskier, the company / organization may perform
perfectly with using it. The question is; could process style be even better?

Figure 38. Strategy Projects vs. Strategy Process - Growth / Development
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A recommendation to a growth company and its managers could be; find opportunities,
utilize strengths, decrease weaknesses and prepare for threats, - constantly. The guideline
is from famous SWOT-analysis, how to use it dynamically. It is easy to guess, what could
be better: to analyze (and use results + make decisions) habitually certain times per year, or
continuously developing. The very same ideology follows when someone is looking for
superior competence. It could be desirable to develop continuously than once/twice per
year. Why this strategy project behavior is so popular (according to my practical
knowledge) while the continuous strategy process seems to be much more efficient, the
normal way? What is the history of strategy project, is it some kind of fashion of the
modern era?

Unfortunately too many questions remain unresolved without future research. The
speculation of the strategy process needs facts and results before its goodness (or
uselessness) can be proved. The hypothetical argument is that habitual strategy project is
separate from organization's other functions, (tactics & operations) but the continuous
strategy process is organic and included to those functions. So, the proposition is that the
strategy process (continuous development) is better than the strategy project (habitual
development). The difference of claimed principle is visualized in figure 39 below.

Figure 39. Separate Strategy Project vs. Organic Strategy Process
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4.2 EMERGING IDEAS & TOOLS COMPARED TO STRATEGY WORK

According to my research the Ansoff's (1965) / Kamensky's (2010) framework / strategic
architecture is the simplest and the most comprehensive model of the strategy project. The
strategy work starts with defining vision, mission, values and core purpose of the
organization. This kind of preparation work is needed to form a basis and a big picture to
the strategy work, the main purpose of the project. Values and core purpose of the
organization are quite permanent concepts, at least without a radical change of direction.
Those determine the reason, why the organization exists, what are the function and market
need, which make existence be possible. Because of their permanent feature, they are
usually approved to be facts without any need for a change.

Vision and mission are quite different in principle, defining what organization want to be /
is going to be. The vision represents the desired future situation and the mission is focused
on the required path, how to achieve the vision. The biggest difference in principle is that
values / core purpose are constants and vision / mission are variables, representing the
change. It is understandable that those concepts are defined at the beginning of the strategy
work, to get a bit picture. However, it is insane to define future vision and mission at the
beginning of the strategy work, those should be the result. Assuming that vision and
mission is defined at the beginning, how good / specific those can be? It is a risk that by
doing so, the future goals and the method of allotment are confused, words and sentences
without actual meaning, guessing with wishful thinking. A logical approach could be:

1. Old vision, mission, values, core purpose, (a big picture where to start)
2. The strategy work (project with analyzing, forming, implementing etc.)
3. New vision, mission, values, core purpose, (as a result of strategy work)

If the strategy work is done by habitual projects, it is a risk that decisions for the change
program will be made too early, without the deeper understanding of the other
opportunities. It follows that the strategy project should be developing process, even
though it has its habitual start and end. In the best scenario, the process is ongoing,
continuously developing.
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In chapter 3.5 I've presented an idea - the navigation map of strategy - one kind of memory
tool to visualize the strategy work. The main idea is to measure and define the starting
point (current situation), the target point, (vision) and the path, (mission / actions). The tool
is also based on the metaphoric assumption, that organizational change / growth /
development is kind of path or route with the question: how to get from point A to point B?
This simple memory tool is quite comprehensive representing the whole ambition of the
strategy work and it could be used to test the "goodness" of the project / process. (Where
we are, where we are going, and how?). Those questions are simple, but it's not that simple
to answer those. It is likely that some analyzes are needed to be done.

To return to the deliberation of starting the strategy work, it is reasonable to analyze
present situation, possible future targets, and required actions, before definitive decisions
for the change, (placed vision / mission). A question arises whether it is so that vision and
mission are decided in the very beginning of the strategy work, or are those just
decorations without actual meaning, to get started? In any case, analyzes are obviously part
of the strategy work and it is advisable to have some kind of wish or direction - growth /
development / improving - for the strategy work, for example in the form of owners will.
Still it is recommendable that big change decisions will be done afterward, not at the very
beginning, (which is often a habit according to my practical knowledge). In general the
methods are opposite, to define vision at the start vs. result of the work. The first one is a
kind of outside-in method, (external target - internal change requirement), and the second
one is a kind of inside-out method, (internal capability - external "growth" target). In the
best case, both directions will be considered, as a developing process.

Well done strategy work includes comprehensive analyzes which can be divided into
internal and external examination. Internal analysis is focused on the organization /
company, its functions, processes, finance, resources etc. In turn, external analysis is
focused on the macro level, market, industry, economy, politics etc. The main purpose of
the analyzes is to inform managers, what is the situation of the organization (inside out)
and what is the situation of the market (outside in). With that information, it is possible to
define the "starting point" of the organization and its current relation compared to the
environment. It could be said that this analyzing phase is the first step while using the
memory tool - the navigation map of strategy. The result of the first step is that there is a
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starting point answering to the questions: what kind of organization & in what kind of
environment? What is still missing, is the possible ending point as a target and the possible
path as actions. It is understandable that decisions which are made after comprehensive
analyzes, are more exact and more professional than decisions made by intuition. It follows
that the strategy work is rather for helping to make better decisions than as a tool to make
earlier decisions to look better.

It's not that clear, what kind of analyzes should be done. On the other hand, it doesn't
matter what kind of tools to use, if the result is satisfying. According to my research,
external examination may include market analysis, (market share, growth, customers),
competitor analysis, PEST analysis, (political, economic, social, technological), Porter's
five forces analysis, (supplier, buyer, competitive, substitution, new entry), different kind
of future scenarios and of course different kind of SWOT analyses. What is the most
important, is to get a good picture, to know, what kind of environment organization is
competing with. (The actual map in the memory tool).

In turn, internal analyses are known to be for example financial analysis, (net sales, profit
etc), value chain analysis, operation / function / process - analysis, market mix analysis
(product, price, place, promotion), core competence analysis, resource analysis, (tangible
& intangible), business idea / business model analysis, and of course different kind of
SWOT analyses. The same ideology is valid, the result matters more than tools and the
most important aim is to get a good picture, to know, what kind of organization is
competing, the actual competence of it.

The allocation of internal and external analysis is sometimes obscure, in a situation when
both are needed. The confusing place is between internal (inside out) and external (outside
in) features of the organization / company. Internal / inside out analysis is focused on the
organization and external / outside in analysis is focused on the environment. There has to
be a connection, how organization fits into its environment, now and in the future? The
question is in position (market-based view) and incompetence (resource-based view) but
also in dynamical change (relation view). All dimensions are needed to get a good and
accurate picture of the present situation and especially to foresee possible future changes.
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The difference of separated vs. combined internal / external analysis is presented in figure
40 below. The biggest difference in principle is the operating method of the analysis work,
to measure internal and external factors separately or to go even further with measurement
of integrated characters of those.

Figure 40. Internal - External Relation and Connection Analysis

It is understandable that organizations / company's relation and connection to the
environment is quite an important factor. Actually it is a reason why organization exist, the
core purpose of it. In the strategy work, the question is absolutely necessary, why to exist
now and in the future? Is the core purpose a fact that have been decided in advance or
should it be a result of the strategy work, formed to correspond changing environment? In
another point of view, should it be considered and developed continuously or habitually?
Be that as it may, the relation analysis has an improving impact to the strategy work. It
can't be done without accurate internal nor external analysis and it forces to investigate
causal relations of organization and its environment. Causality analysis is also vitally
important while different future scenarios will be formed, representing inside out - method,
what is possible with what kind of changes. The deliberation is into a center of the actual
purpose of the analysis work; to get better information to understand better to make better
decisions. The suggestion is that causal relations are more important than for example lists
of resources, market situations etc.
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In chapter 3.3 I've presented an emerging idea, the set combination of strategy, (see figure
41). With the knowledge from the theory framework and the result of my ideation work, I
came to the conclusion that an organization / company and its "core components" can be
visualized with the interaction of resource, opportunities, and business intelligence.
E=R∩O∩B. (E is an intersection of R and O and B).

Figure 41. Causality Analysis - The Set Combination of Strategy

It could be said that this set analysis method is a reflection from internal analysis work, a
visual conclusion of the overall situation of the organization. What kind of resources,
opportunities, and business skills organization has and what is it capable of in the manner
of strategy and superior competence? The main focus is to find causal relations between
"core components" (E=R∩O∩B) but also regarding the environment. I also argue that
organization / company should seek for the balance of R∩O∩B, otherwise the situation
may occur to be challenging. (See demonstration of different situations in page 62, figure
28). Thus, the set combination analysis can be used as a tool to get a big picture of the
internal capability, to whom the strategy is for.

Even though the tool seems to be focused into internal parts of the strategy analysis, it has
its external characters as well. B as a business intelligence includes skills and habits to
manage external factors, markets, customers, sales etc. Obviously, O as opportunities
includes also options for external changes, different alternatives for the growth and
development. Because of the both feature and dimension, (internal / external), the set
analysis is a good addition to the analysis work, measuring I/E relations and connections as
well as the actual causality of them.
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According to my research and practical knowledge - what is also logical - a next step after
internal and external (and causality) examination, is to analyze and measure possible future
targets and scenarios. It can be assumed that the scenarios and possible future goals are
easier to define after well done I/E analyzing work. By doing so, the dimension of the
strategy work is inside out, in the way that decisions are based on the facts. The opposite
dimension of the strategy work is outside in, decisions made in advance and the rest is
adapting to those. Both strategy forming methods can be used and both can end up to the
same result. The difference is planning vs. guessing, where both can be managed by
habitual project or continuous process, in the way what is desired / decided.

Future target is a significant decision defining required changes to the organization /
company. The nature of the future target, factors of uncertainty, allows decisions to be
made spontaneous with intuition and common sense. It is possible that decided future
target is based on owners or top managers pure will and enlightened guesses while the rest
of the strategy work will be formed to respond to those. This kind of method of managing
the strategy work is highly dependent on managers / owners volition, visionary skills, and
existing competence, responsibility and influence are huge. Great responsibility and
spontaneous decisions behind it may cause increasing risks and needless uncertainty to the
organization / company, but still the method seems to be commonly used and approved. It
is understandable that decisions made without analyzing, is faster and easier method to
manage somehow, but is it sensible and/or profitable, worth of the risks? In the manner of
strategy implementation, the best case (with good luck), a CEO can be hero and genius but
in the worst case (with bad luck) a CEO turns to be an anti-hero, fool or crazy. Both cases
are possible to the same person, they will be judged afterward.

Despite the fact how the target is formed, next step in the strategy work is to figure out,
how to achieve it. I argue that strategical future target(s) have to be achievable, tangible
and measurable. Otherwise, they are just unclear political statements without actual
meaning. The target have to be achievable and measurable, something that can be
compared to the present situation. A simple question is, how organization / company is
different in the future, compared to the present time? A second question follows; what kind
of changes / development / growth / improvement have to be done? Answers are more
complicated.
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The main purpose of the strategy work is to figure out, how organization / company could
perform better. Future targets represents the better situation, a stage where required
performance is realized. The present situation is also an important aspect, "to whom" the
strategy is for. With both perspectives, present / future situation, it is possible to start to
measure the actual path and scenarios, from point A to point B. A possible change is
demonstrated in figure 41. There is (analyzed) starting point as a present situation and
(analyzed) ending point as a future situation. By doing so, it is possible to define what kind
of changes is required and how big / hard those changes are. The comparison is the only
way, otherwise it is just elitist twaddle.

Figure 42. Present Situation vs. Future Situation

To return to the emerging idea - the navigation map of strategy - which includes the
starting point, the ending point and the path between them. The idea / tool is simple but at
the same time, its usage needs a lot of analyzing work. Even though the usage seems to be
troublesome, it may help to form the strategy to be more understandable, based on causal
relations and measured facts. It is advisable that the strategy is understandable and
accurate, with decisions that can be justified, because after all it is in principle a direction
and issue for everyone and a matter of strategy communication. It is a good start to
demonstrate what is the starting point / the present situation, what is the ending point / the
future situation and how those can be compared to each other. The comparison is necessary
when the path / possible scenarios will be formed.
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What is discussed so far in the field of strategy work and its tools, the focus has been in the
analyzing work (examination / research) followed by the synthesis work (causality
relations / scenarios). Basically the question is about problem solving, to analyze and to
make conclusions with it. By actual meaning, the analysis is for to gain a better
understanding of the subject and synthesis is for to form new / useful information based on
the analysis. In the strategy work, the purpose and aim is to make better managerial
decisions - to gain better performance - than without the strategy work. So, the analysis
and synthesis work in the strategy context is for to gain better understanding of the
organization / company and its environment, which information can be used to make better
decisions. In the field of general problem solving, it is not that usual that the solution will
be defined primarily, before getting acquainted with the problem and its possible causes
and effects. The process is advisable to be logical, one thing leading to another. The very
same method is recommendable to the strategy work, decisions formed with results vs.
results formed to please decisions.

It could be said that the first level of the strategy work is to gather information, to gain best
possible understanding of present situation compared to the future targets with predicted
causal relations and scenarios. The second level is for planning, the execution and
implementation plan of the strategy. The focus is on the path, how to get from point A to
point B. By knowing well enough what is the present situation and what is the aimed future
target, the result of comparison and difference, it can be measured and defined what kind
of changes is required. The changes can be defined precisely, assuming that it is known
what is wanted. In the best case it is pure mathematics and logic in a way of resource
allocation, investments, developing, a list of different kind of steps with timing etc. No
rocket science, just a normal activity of enterprise. In turn, the worst case may occur with a
vague target and uncertain purpose which leads to the risk that no plan can be done. It
follow to the conclusion, again, that future targets have to be achievable and measurable,
otherwise they can't offer any help to the strategy work, they become to be useless. In other
words, the strategy work turns to be useless if it doesn't lead to the new execution plan to
perform better.
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The plan itself as a concept is a future-oriented guideline and direction that tells what
someone (organization) is going to do. There are numerous examples of different kind of
plans with their own subject, object, and purpose. The strategy is a master plan of the
organization and all other plans and activities should be connected to it in a way that they
maintain and/or develop the value and the main purpose of the organization. Without doing
so, they are against the strategy braking the speed of development.

So, the strategy implementation is depending on the execution plan, what the organization /
company is going to do. A well-done plan / strategy work defines precisely what is the
future target and how to get there. What kind of changes will be done, how, when and why
etc. It could be said that the actual implementation phase is a level 3 of the strategy work,
following analyzing (1) and planning (2) phases. The main difference is that in the level 3,
implementation requires actual changes, actions, and behavior of the organization and its
members. In the best case, the strategy is a stepwise plan that can be followed logically
understanding its reason, purpose, and goals. In turn, the worst case is that there is no
sensible plan and nothing specific can be done because the strategy seems to be just a wish.

What is a good strategy? First of all, it serves the core purpose of the organization and its
values for example in the manner of growth, development and improvement. The service is
for making better decisions which help to achieve targets and requirements. A second
feature of a good strategy is its actual benefit which represents the better future situation
compared to the present situation. The benefit answers to the questions, why this change is
good and why it is worth of pursuing. A third feature of a good strategy is its
understandability, accuracy and feasibility. Is it realistic, possible and doable?

Is it possible to measure how good the strategy is? At least it could be illustrative to ponder
about the goodness of it, as preparation. Time changes and people make mistakes, so it is
possible that sometimes the strategy is not that successful. In such case, there should be a
backup plan and managerial courage to abandon the poor strategy, before possible
destruction. It follows that the strategy has to be estimated and measured somehow, it is
the only way to know whether it is good or bad.
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According to my research, there is a concept of the strategic performance measurement
system (SPMS) what is integrated into long-term goals measuring the strategy
implementation. The basic idea is simple, to measure how well goals are reached. The
philosophy is also simple, to know how well the goals are reached. The idea and purpose
of SPMS is understandable and self-evident, representing the main purpose of the strategy
work, to perform better / different compared to the present. While using and defining the
SPMS, it forces to specify future targets to be achievable, measurable and accurate and by
doing so, those can be compared to the present situation and utilize them while planning
the change program. In principle, this system is a tool to measure the goodness of the
strategy: is it possible to use this tool, is the strategy measurable?

I have presented an idea - the strategy vector - in chapter 3.4, a tool to measure, define and
visualize the strategy and strategy work. The vector has its starting point (present
situation), ending point (future target), length (how far away) and direction (accelerating decelerating). In addition, the vector consists money process (y-axis) and the real process
(x-axis), at least in principle. The usage of it may include a vision as a straight line and
"truth" as multiple tiny vectors. (See figure 30, page 64). The tool is a part of strategical
performance measurement system representing measurability but also visuality and
understandability of the strategy. It can be used as the main indicator (money process =
turnover) but also targeted into smaller units / projects / vectors. While the money process
is usually the most important target, the real process represents the actual reasons of it.

Strategic performance measurement system and the strategy vector as a tool offers a
guideline to the strategy planning, strategy implementation and strategy development. The
key idea is measurability and in dynamic reality, monitoring. Performance measurement
and monitoring is a process of learning and developing with dimension of reaching future
goals. It could be assumed that organization / company can develop its strategic
performance, to achieve goals better, faster or with fewer resources. By doing so, by
learning, it is easier to grow and to gain superior competence in the field what is desired,
and to be mentioned, the SPMS is rather a continuous process than a project.
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The discussion of the strategy work has considered the whole process from the beginning
to the monitoring. Based on this information, the strategy work can be divided into four
different stage with their own roles and purposes. (See figure 43 below).

1. A first stage is for information gathering including different kind of analyses and
syntheses, representing the starting point / present situation of the organization /
company. (The set combination of strategy).
2. A second stage is for future oriented proactive work with plans, scenarios, targets
and required changes, representing the future situation and the path from point A to
point B. (The navigation map of strategy).
3. A third stage is for implementation / realization, the actual changes what is
required, plans to the actions. (The strategy communication in general).
4. A fourth stage is for measurement and monitoring, feedback and learning with
purpose of development. (The strategy vector).

Figure 43. Strategy Work and Strategy Tools
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It is common that the strategy work starts with a vision, mission, values and core purpose,
to get a good picture, to get started. I argued that it is dangerous to define new / different
vision and mission, (values and core purpose) at the beginning, those should be the result
of the work. Therefore, a better formula could be: old (present) vision, mission, values,
core purpose - the strategy work - new vision, mission, values, core purpose.

1. Old vision, mission, values, core purpose, (a big picture where to start)
2. The strategy work (stage 1, stage 2, stage 3, stage 4)
3. New vision, mission, values, core purpose, (as a result of strategy work)

A question arises, whether there are different kind of vision, mission, values and purpose
of strategy versus vision, mission, values and purpose of organization / company? Should
those be separate? In the best case, organization / company has a permanent vision,
mission, values and core purpose without any need for (habitual) change. In addition to
this, the strategy work / strategy season has its own lower level vision, mission, values, and
purpose, what serves and maintains the upper level. In turn the worst case with habitually
decided new vision and mission, (values and purpose) of the organization / company, may
affect negatively with continuous (huge) change requirements that are impossible to follow
smoothly. The worst case may occur if every strategy work / strategy season produce their
own new vision and mission, (values and purpose) despite the fact that they are not
consistent with organic development. Fortunately the truth / habit is presumably something
between best and worst case.

Be that as it may, the purpose of the strategy work is to produce better information that can
be used to make better decisions with the aim of better performance. So, what kind of
information is better? It could be assumed that in general, useful information improves
(manager's) knowledge in a field what is desired. Even though the issue of "information"
and/or "knowledge" is huge and hard to define, it can be demonstrated and visualized. To
that purpose, I have presented an emerging idea/tool in chapter 3.1 - The puzzle of idea
generation. The principle is simple, the puzzle itself represents a field of knowledge and its
puzzle pieces represents information parts in the same field. A novice knows/sees few
pieces, the expert knows/sees hundreds of pieces, visionary knows/sees also empty spaces
between pieces and innovator make new (better/replaced) pieces.
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The puzzle of idea generation as a tool and its philosophy is valid in the strategy work as
well as in any kind of creative problem-solving work. The strategy (with subject, object
and purpose) as a concept represents the whole puzzle and the strategy work represents
puzzle's desired and decided assembly with required puzzle pieces. At the beginning, there
is only a few puzzle pieces, (some resources, some opportunities, some competence) and
analyzes have to be done. Results of the analyzes give more detailed information
representing better knowledge and the puzzle with more pieces in detail. With more
accurate information, better synthesis can be done, which leads to the better decisions and
better performance of the organization / company. See the demonstration in figure 44.

Figure 44. The Puzzle of Idea Generation in Strategy Work

The idea and method can also be used with existing information (existing puzzle pieces)
and so-called tacit knowledge (empty / undefined spaces). Both of those exist and can be
valuable, but the most important difference is, what is seen and known before analyses
compared to the results, what will be seen and known afterward. The puzzle with
(undefined) various pieces and empty spaces is a good demonstration of organization /
company. It is good to know well enough but expenses follow the knowledge. There has to
be some kind of balance between knowledge and expenses, for example in the way of
return on investment. Fortunately, the strategy work is an investment with the aim of
positive return.

The puzzle think tank method can be used to define what kind of organization / company is
and in what kind of environment it works. The starting point formed with analysis and
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synthesis and their results representing a different kind of puzzle pieces. In the same way,
future targets can be defined by using the puzzle tool. What is the desired situation of the
organization / company in the future, what kind of puzzle pieces will be needed? I argue
that future targets have to be accurate, achievable and measurable which means well
enough defined puzzle pieces in this example. It is absolutely necessary to define targets
precisely before they can be compared to the present. In this example, it is the comparison
between existing puzzle and its pieces to the new future puzzle and its pieces. The
comparison is essential because, without it, it is impossible to know what kind of changes
is desired and/or required. The question is about the path from point A to point B. It is just
foolish to plan / decide any kind of path (change / action program) before knowing where
to start (present situation) and where to go (future situation). The changes can be planned
and executed only if the starting and ending point is known and can be compared to each
other.

The puzzle methodology could offer some help to the strategy work in its every stage; 1)
analyzing, 2) planning, 3) implementing and 4) monitoring. It doesn't matter in which form
those puzzle pieces are, (written, drawn, sketch, sound), the most important is that those
are comparable between the present and future situation. The puzzle pieces are information
parts/packages with the purpose to inform, to find answers to the questions, to improve
knowledge and to help to understand and predict future by resolving issues of uncertainty.
The data, information and knowledge what organization / company has, is a valuable
resource itself. The puzzle tool is a method for data mining, handling and modeling which
can be managed and developed for the use and purpose of better performance. A following
recommendation is simple, continuous development and ongoing strategy work is better
and more effective than habitual development and strategy projects.

4.3 STRATEGY - STRATEGY WORK - STRATEGY TOOLS

The final analyzing chapter is focused on the discussion of the strategy levels by meaning;
1) the actual purpose and meaning of strategy, 2) the strategy work serving the purpose and
3) different kind of tools in strategy work. These altogether represent the strategy
management and as I have presented, it can be managed in many ways. The best case could
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be the strategic lifestyle and the worst case, no strategy at all. Like usually in reality, the
truth and practice is presumably something between best and worst case.

I assume that, in principle, the strategy itself, its meaning and purpose is commonly known
and accepted, a plan for reaching future goals, despite the fact that it has plenty different
kind of definitions. Plan, Ploy, Pattern, Position, Perspective etc. No matter how it is
defined, the focus is on the future targets and methods / will to achieve those. I argue that
the concept, meaning, and purpose of strategy is general knowledge, approved and
certified. "No one doubts it."

The biggest difference comes from the viewpoint, what the strategy should include. The
question is, what is enough and what is too much? And on the other hand, the balance
between knowledge and costs. The problem is that there is no proper measurement system
for the strategy, it is impossible to know whether it is good or bad, only some general
estimation can be done. The content of the strategy is dependent on managers / owners
pure will and what is desired or decided. "With great power comes great responsibility."
Unfortunately responsibility is not the same than impact, which leads to the question, how
much power and "responsibility" (not owner) manager should have? The criticism is
directed to the strategy management, is it habitual change management vs. continuous
developing. The difference is huge!

One kind of thought and opinion is that the strategy includes vision, mission, values and
core purpose. It may also include core competencies (internal) and core market positioning
(external) as well as a different kind of synthesis explaining and justifying whys. A big
question is, is the strategy result of those or the opposite, cause of those? The difference in
management styles is between inside-out / push vs. outside-in / pull. Decisions based on
results vs. results based on the decision. It could be assumed that both managerial habits
exists and both have their good and bad sides.

One interesting question is, how permanent the strategy should be? Should it be
untouchable, based on the strategy season or perhaps changing all the time. Could it be
innovative to have all of these characters; something permanent, something based on the
strategy season and something changing continuously? This pondering indicates that the
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strategy, its content and management style can be very different, depending on managerial
habits, knowledge and earlier decisions. Because the strategy can be managed various
ways, it could be assumed that there are good ways and not so good ways. The question is
in the center of the strategy's goodness, how to know? Is it something that cannot be
measured or is it something what managers don't want to know, they don't doubt
themselves? On behalf of the owners and their interests, (and the same time regarding the
whole organization), it could be comforting to know if their holdings are in good hands
with some kind of proof of it. The opposite is just to wait and see what happens.

By measuring the goodness of strategy, it offers valuable information that can be used to
improve strategy management. At the same time the measurement system forces the whole
process / strategy management to be more accurate and purposeful. The decisions have to
be based on something and there has to be arguments and justification, why the decision is
what is it. What is the purpose and benefit behind the decision / change requirement, how
to predict or prove it? The ideal strategy management system improves and develops itself
continuously and autonomic, and becomes a part of the organization / company as a
lifestyle and superior competence.

A question arises again: is superior competence a lifestyle? Is it possible to gain superior
competence with habitual strategy projects and with separate strategy seasons? At least
there is a risk that separate strategy periods with their own targets and changes affect
negatively in the way that the development is nonlinear and illogical. Be that as it may, the
strategy seems to be well understood as a concept, but there are multiple ways to manage
it. Managerial habits, how the strategy work is done, defines the whole strategy and its
contents. The strategy work seems to have the biggest influence on the organization's
(future) performance. It follows to the conclusion that managerial habits define how
targets, decisions etc. will be formed and managed. So, the organization's / company's
future is depending on managerial habits, which can be very different kinds. In other
words, let's hope for luck, that managers know what they are doing. The question is, could
the strategy work be more manageable and more predictable, something that can be
improved and developed?
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I assume that it could be advisable to have different kind of "level" definitions, what is
strategy?, (philosophy, ethics, purpose, meaning), what is strategy work?, (analyses, plans,
formation, implementation, monitoring) and what are strategy tools?, (serving the strategy
work). The biggest need seems to be in the strategy work, it can be done endless ways,
depending opinions, habits, desire and/or decision, (luck). I argue that the general
knowledge of strategy work (lifestyle, projects, process, not at all) is some kind of
philosophy and fundamental nature with traditions. In another words, no one knows but
everyone has own opinion. I suggest that this mystification is the actual reason why the
strategy is often misunderstood, confusing and hard to communicate. People are talking
and understanding different things. If the strategy and its usage has no sensible definition,
it can be almost anything and every time it can be interpreted differently.

My proposition is that the strategy work should be more alike strategy engineering than
strategy politics. Strategy engineering could include applications of mathematics, physics,
empirical evidence, economics, practical knowledge etc. in order to invent, design, build,
maintain, research, monitor and improve. (The basic purpose of engineering / Archimedes
oath). The strategy politics has its own place into coffee breaks and governments
speculations, in its all importance affecting organizations activity.

Playfully, a politician is a good speaker, engineer is a good doer. Doing things needs skills
but tools also. With this awkward transition, the deliberation is moved into strategy tools.
One kind of idiom is that a good engineer (or consultant) owns a good toolbox. It means
that the person has more than just his personal skills, some (proven) methods, and
equipment or instruments to perform better. The very same ideology works in
organizations level, to have some tools and methods to perform better. It follows that the
same works in strategy context. It is advisable to use a different kind of tools, methods, and
equipment in strategy work, than just trust own skills and visionarity.

Usage of strategy tools is operative action in individual level. Functional or department
level of action is more like tactics, to have methods and habits to use strategy tools in a
way of strategy engineering. The corporate level could be something more similar than
strategy politics, to have knowledge and endorsement to use strategy engineering as a part
of strategy management. The strategy politics has the biggest authority, it defines the rest. I
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argue that there is two opposite principle in strategy politics, one is the (separate) external
outside-in method and another is the (integrated) internal inside-out method. Decisions
based on results vs. results to please decisions. In both cases the strategy engineering could
offer an answer to the (implementation) problem, how to achieve future targets a bit better
and faster. By doing so, the strategy engineering is representing the activity of strategic
problem solving, using a different kind of tool to achieve goals. A question arise, is it
better to do this kind of future-oriented activity habitually / separate certain times per year
or perhaps continuously / integrated with ongoing development and improvement? My
opinion is that the answer is self-evident.

A figure 45 is a final visual presentation of the analyzing chapter, a conclusion of the
strategy management as a part of industrial management system.

Figure 45. Strategy Management as a Part of Industrial (organization / company) Management
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4.4 CONCLUSION OF THE ANALYZING THE FINDING

In the analyzing part of my thesis, my ambition was to make deeper examination focusing
on the ideation chapter and its emerging strategy tools and to compare it into the theory
framework and its findings, in general viewpoint. The examination starts with the
deliberation of the strategy process. My observation was that the strategy process is
favored to be a project with starting and ending, than a continuous process. This thought
and argument is based on the practical knowledge and general instructions of strategy
management, following to the assumption that someone's uses those instructions, not
everyone. One of my inference was that the strategy project is recommendable to the first
timers, but it is risky to use it habitually, the continuous process could be much more
effective. Ongoing development vs. traditional development.

My pondering went through the usual strategy project, (general instructions), considering
strategic analyses / synthesis, strategy forming, strategy implementation, strategy
communication and so-called safeguarding, strategy measurement / monitoring. At the
same time, while analyzing the process / project, I did examination regarding the emerging
tools, wondering what are their places in the strategy context.

The results was in briefly:


The navigation map of strategy is a memory tool that measures the strategy itself as
a whole. It includes the starting point (present situation), the ending point (future
situation) and the path, (how to get from point A to point B).



The set combination of strategy is advanced tool in strategic analysis, that
combines internal and external analysis looking for causality relations and
connections.



The strategy vector is a tool for measuring and monitoring but it can be used also in
visualization and communication, to demonstrate history, present and future. (Start,
end, length, direction, slope).



The puzzle of idea generation is a tool and ideology that demonstrates information
gathering, handling, seeing, knowing etc. (Strategy as a puzzle and its pieces).
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Final analysis section was directed into deliberation of strategy levels, which are:

1) Strategy politics / habits: Decision based on results vs. results based on decision.
(Philosophy, Ethics, Purpose, Meaning / Vision, Mission, Values, Core Purpose)
2) Strategy tactics / engineering: Strategy work managed via habitual projects vs.
continuously developing process. (Analyzing, Planning, Implementation, Monitoring).
3) Strategy operations / tools: For example, The Puzzle of Idea Generation, The Set
Combination of Strategy, The Navigation Map of Strategy, The Strategy Vector.

The most important discovery may be that the strategy can be managed in many various
ways. There are different levels / viewpoints, (strategy politics, strategy work, strategy
tools) and every level has its own features. The direction of decisions, (outside-in / insideout), the origin of the decision, (internal / integrated vs. external / separate) and the
"goodness" of a decision, (is it a result or cause). The most apparent difference is between
habitual strategy project vs. ongoing strategy process, at least in the best and worst cases.
The best (ideal) case occurs when the process turns to be a lifestyle and the worst (antiideal) case occurs at the moment when the project is not going on. The truth and practice is
probably something between those cases.

I argued that the strategy is approved and certified as a concept, (its philosophy), but the
biggest difference comes from the viewpoint, what the strategy should include. On the
other hand, how permanent the strategy should be? (Strategy periods vs. continuous
development). The question is, could the strategy (work) be more measurable, manageable
and more predictable, something that can be improved and developed (continuously)? The
main conclusion is that the strategy work is rather for helping to make better decisions than
as a tool to make earlier decisions to look better!
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5

THEORY FRAMEWORK COMPARED TO THE FINDINGS

The theory framework starts with investigating the history and different definitions of
strategy. The main purpose was to collect important and interesting theories to a timeline,
to understand the development of strategy and to get a big picture which could be used in
the further parts of the thesis. The chapter is limited and short example presenting a bit of
history and definitions of strategy, an opening to the thesis.

5.1 THE HISTORY AND DEFINITIONS OF STRATEGY

One of the oldest and the most famous strategy writings is "The Art of War" written by
Sun Tzu, circa 2500 years ago, (490 BC). The military theme is strong, followed that the
word "strategy" itself becomes from the Greek word "Strategos" which means literally the
military "general", and "war leadership skills," defining and presenting, how to win the
war. Know yourself, know your enemy and fight only if you can win. (Huynh, 2008).

Interestingly the idea is valid today, at least in a metaphorical manner, the war of economic
and business where the issue is sometimes literally in the company's life and death. The
strategy should offer an answer defining how to live and flourish (grow and improve)
today, tomorrow and in the future? The question and discussion is in the center of
strategy's philosophy, the meaning and purpose of it. I have argued that in managerial
level, no one doubts the philosophy of strategy but the biggest difference is in the content
of it, what the strategy should include and how to manage it? Unfortunately, strategy and
its content can be defined, managed and understood in multiple various ways, depending
on managerial habits, traditions, rituals and sometimes with pure luck.

The history of strategy has its roots from 1800s focusing on the exclusives and
monopolies, developed to the "Classical Economics" 18th and 19th century by Adam
Smith, "The Wealth of Nations" (1776) , formed to the "Neoclassical Economics" early in
1900s by Thorstein Veblen, " Preconceptions of Economic Science" (1900), the idea of
profit maximization. (Aurik et all., 2014). These economic theories, for example represents
the baseline for the strategic scholarly literature and knowledge as important parts of
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history. With those, the theory of "Industrial Organization" (IO), perfect competition and
invincible monopolies, formed by Chamberlin (1933), Robinson, (1933), Coase (1937) and
Mason (1939) etc., followed to the imperfect competition Robinson (1933) and
Chamberlin (1933), (Aurik et all., 2014).

The history of economics has its importance in the theory framework, to demonstrate a bit,
what kind of development scholarly literature has gone through. According to my research
and in my opinion, strategically interesting phase starts with the theory of Creative
Destruction, (Schumpeter, 1942). Some firms win the war, some don't. In a strategic
manner, the deliberation is in the cause and result of strategy and its actions with dynamic
economics, entrepreneurship, and innovations. The world and competition change
continuously and firms need to follow the change. Even better situation is if the firm
succeeds to be forerunner and pioneer defining the change, to compete and perform better
than earlier. It could be assumed that "being better" needs some internal improvement, the
situation can't be static, following that the development and improvement should be
continuous.. managed with project or process.

The improvement, in general, can be defined as a growth company, at least in its basic
purpose and meaning, why growth is perceived to be a good thing, to perform better and
usually, to make more money. Edith Penrose's "The Theory of the Growth of the Firm"
(1959) was significant opening to describe the ways, which firm grows and how fast they
grow. She claimed that the expansion is based on opportunities and resources, and how
those are used in the manner of development, by entrepreneur and managers. This
assumption is used well in the processing chapter, the set combination of strategy where
the argument can be closed up to the formula: E=R∩O∩B. (E is an intersection of R and O
and B). E = Entrepreneur / Enterprise, R = Resources, O = Opportunities / Innovation, B =
Business Intelligence / Skills.

According to Aurik et all. (2014) by 1969 a new period started in strategy research
focusing more accurate on strategic analyzes and planning. Henderson (1968) developed
the theory of experience curve where experience decreases costs, and the growth share
matrix, (question marks, dogs, cash cows and stars), Henderson (1973). Besides different
discussed analysis of the thesis, the experience curve offers interesting aspect in the
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strategy context. Why not use this thought as strategic experience curve reducing
management costs compared to the benefit? I have argued that the strategy should be rather
continuously developing process than a traditional project or no strategy at all, and the
issue is in the center of strategy experience. See figure 46 below.

Figure 46. Strategic Experience Curve

Henderson's growth share matrix can be used in the strategy context as well, not only
analyzing product and services, but the strategy itself and the company behind it. In the
manner of growth, firms should focus on being a star, not a cash cow, a dog or a question
marks. And again I argue that being the star is more alike a lifestyle than traditional
moment.

One kind of lifestyle group is entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs are distinguished by their
ability to perceive and exploit opportunities overlooked by others (Kirzner, 1973 &
Schumpeter, 1942). Kirzner also claimed that knowledge is the key to entrepreneurial
discovery and entrepreneurs make decisions under conditions of uncertainty (Kirzner,
1973). This kind of entrepreneurial / intrapreneurial activity,

discover and exploit

opportunities, is needed in any kind of company or organization, which prefers to improve
and grow. The issue was treated with E=R∩O∩B and it is easy to say, again, that
opportunities should be looked continuously, not just a few times per year etc.
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In 1980 M. Porter presents the theory of "Competitive Advantage" describing famous
generic strategies (Cost Leadership, Differentiation, Cost Focus, Differentiation Focus).
His further idea was "Five Forces Framework" (Porter, 1985) and the "Value Chain
Model" (Porter, 1979). According Porter, the strategy is positioning in dynamic markets
where competitive advantage is temporary. (Porter, 1996). "Strategy is seen as a guideline
for competition." (Porter, 1998). Porter's ideas has used in the thesis in principle, as
different kind of analysis. Five forces represents external analysis and value chain model in
turn, internal analysis. The generic strategies model may represent some kind of synthesis,
if external and internal analyzes could offer the information which can be used to choose
the best strategy. What I have discussed in the thesis, there is a huge difference in making
decisions, that can be formed outside-in versus inside-out. Decision based on result vs.
results based on a decision. For example, it could be decided in advance that the firm focus
on differentiation and then make needed analyses, is it possible.. I argue that the direction
is in the mentioned case, wrong. What becomes of the issue "temporary competitive
advantage" it is obvious that firms need to develop continuously, rather ongoing than
sometimes.

The history timeline of the thesis continued with Barney's (1991) article, "Firm Resource
and Sustained Competitive Advantage." This article with "VRIN framework" (Valuable,
Rare, Inimitable, Non-substitutable) putted forward the Resource-Based View (RBV) in
strategy literature and this RBV was very well involved in the deliberation of the thesis, as
letter R in the set combination tool. Another part was Moore's (1993) thoughts of
ecosystem and multi-sided markets, which can be assumed as a part of external analysis
and its characters. What kind of competition company deals with and how those facts
affects the company. The most important note is that the markets and ecosystems changes
and develops constantly. Teece et all., (1997) offers theoretical answer as dynamic
capability, coordination, integration, resources efficiently, firms skills set etc. Dyer and
Singh (1998) argued that the sources of efficiency is in the networks, co-operations and
knowledge exchanges. These theories represents the letter B as business intelligence in the
thesis, the set combination. Firms has resources and opportunities but also skills to use
those are needed. I have argued that skills (B) contains internal know-how and external
know-how, obviously.
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Minzberg (1987) defined the strategy with 5Ps, followed by an article "Strategy defined as
5ps: Plan, Ploy, Pattern, Position, Perspective." (Minzberg et all., 1998). Planning with
instruction, ploy as targets, pattern for ways / actions, position answering when and where,
and perspective as a vision. My opinion is that there is not that much new thoughts with
5Ps but still it is an important memory tool that can be used for example in testing the
strategy's goodness, can all of those concepts be defined, and/or is it possible to measure
such characters in strategy? In the thesis, this part is for strategic measurement system
(SPM) and more accurate, to measure the strategy and it goodness itself.

The history timeline in the theory framework included Shane's theory of entrepreneurship
and opportunities, "A General Theory of Entrepreneurship: The Individual-Opportunity
Nexus." (Shane, 2000). Actually the theory is not a strategy theory but I argue that it
should be. E=R∩O∩B. The deliberation of the thesis treated entrepreneurship (E) and
opportunities (O) as a main characters and parts of firm and following, the strategy. Those
are needed parts in any case. Johnson and Scholes (2002) defined the strategy with the
long-term and stakeholder perspective, that represents the changes over time, and Grant
(2006) argued that strategy is plan how an organization or an individual will achieve its
goals. My opinion is that the discussion is in the (B) business skills and (E)
entrepreneurship / intrapreneurship, regarding the thesis deliberation. Few other
description for the strategy was Horngren et all., (2009), how an organization can create
value for its customers, and Kamensky (2010), ..the company's set for profitability,
continuity, and development objectives that can be achieved. We have plenty of definitions
of strategy but the biggest difference is, what the strategy should include!

Final part of the history timeline of the thesis was a list of possible future strategic
concepts: Dynamic Strategy, Network Strategy, Fast Strategy, Big Data, Visualization,
Ecosystems, Multi-sided Markets, Dynamic Capability, Hyper Competition, Innovators
Dilemma, Strategic Agility. These concepts represents today's rapid change and
complexity of markets, where and what kind of competition will be, likely. It could be
assumed that if companies and organizations can't develop themselves in changing
environment to correspond new situation, there will be creative destruction and losses in
the business war. I have argued that the development and improvement should be
continuous.
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5.2 THREE MAIN SCHOOLS OF STRATEGY

The next entity in the theory framework, after history part, was three main schools of
strategy. Marked-Based View (MBV), Resource-Based View (RBV) and Relational View
(RV). MBV is built on Industrial Organization (IO) theory, developed by Mason (1939),
Bain (1956), followed by M. Porter and Boston Consulting Group (1980, 1985), Kohli and
Jaworski (1990), Narver and Slater (1990). Other authors mentioned in MBV theory was
Deshpande and Webster (1989), Day (1994), Kirca et all. (2005), Gröönroos (1994) and
Civichino (2012). In principle, the MBV theory is an outside-in method with external
characters and orientation. This package was used in the thesis as (B) business intelligence
in the set combination, and of course in the deliberation of external analysis.

Authors of Resource-Based View (RBV) was: E. Penrose (1959), J. B. Barney (1991) with
VRIN framework, Foss (2005), Williamson (1999), Priem and Butler (2001a/b),
Grant, (1996), Kor and Leblebici (2005), Teece (2007), Kraaijenbrink et al. (2010),
Peteraf (1993), Barney and Arikan (2001), Sirmon et al. (2008), Foss & Knudsen
(2003), Eisenhardt and Martin (2000), Fiol (2001), Bromiley and Papenhausen
(2003), Amit & Schoemaker (1993), Sanchez (2008), Teece et all (1997), Hitt and
Ireland (1985), Civichino (2012) and Demir (2012).

The list is a wide scope and represents the diversity of RBV. Could it be that popular
because resources are something concrete and countable? Be that as it may, but in the
thesis this RBV is used as a package and as letter R in the set combination. On the other
hand, the RBV theory represents inside-out method and internal analysis.

The third school is the Relational View (RV), based on Coase (1937) and Williamson
(1971, 1999) governance theory, followed by Barnard (1938) and Hayek (1945) arguing
that RV includes both MBV and RBV views, Foss (2005). Simon et all., (2007, 2010) with
incremental development, learning to improve, combining radical resources. The RV is a
bit more confusing theory than RBV or MBV, including both of those with dimensions of
development, learning etc. I assumed that the RV theory is more concentrated into
opportunities, change forces, and innovations and with this assumption, I treated the theory
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regarding the letter O as opportunities, (and innovations). MBV, RBV and RV was
important parts of the thesis and those where treated as parts, E = R, O, B.

5.3 FIRMS SUPERIOR COMPETENCE

After strategy school theories, the Economic Rents (Ricardian Rent, Chamberlinian Rent,
Schumpeterian Rent), was introduced by Alchian (1987), Peteraf (1993), Rumelt (1987)
and Dagnino (1996). Ricardian Rents, (Dagnino 1996; Penrose 1959; Peteraf 1993; Amit
& Shoemaker 1993), is based on Resource-Based View and inside-out method, where
superior competence is the cause of superior resources. Chamberlinian Rents are based on
Industrial Organization (IO) and Market-Based View (MBV), (McCarthy 1964; Dagnino
1996; Ghemawat 1986; Shapiro 1989), with outside-in perspective and external characters.
Schumpeterian Rents are based on dynamics, radical innovations and change, (Dagnino
1996; Rumelt 1987; Prahalad & Hamel 1990; Teece, Pisano & Shuen 1994), that is in turn
the opportunity (O) and innovation perspective. In the thesis, I find common characters to
the RBV & Ricardian Rent, MBV & Chamberlinian Rent, and RV & Schumpeterian Rent.
The package was treated with the set combination of strategy - tool, and also pondered in
the different analysis phase.

According Conner (1991), "thought of competence and economic" the neoclassical perfect
competition model combined resources (input) and value producing for customer (output)
turned to Brain-type Industrial Organization, price control and monopoly with superior
rents. To that, Schumpeter's response was dynamics and radical innovation and the
Chicago respond was in turn, focusing on efficiencies with profit maximizing. Theories of
firms competence get involved with Vasconcellos and Hambrick (1989) arguing that
organization's success depends on the Key Success Factors (KSF). Also the Behavioral
Decision Theory (BDT) and Strategic Industry Factors (SIF) was introduced by Amit and
Shoemaker (1993) and Porter's (2006) thought was unique value proposition. These
theories defines firms superior competence in their own perspective. According to my
research, it is not that clear why or how someone has superior competence. This pondering
is included in the thesis, trying to figure out, how superior competence could be defined
and managed, offering the idea of continuous development and ongoing analyses.
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Barney (1991) and Peteraf (1993) has defined, what is sustained competitive advantage,
some kind of value creation, gaining superior profit. Dyer and Singh (1998) assumed that
efficiency is cause of networks and knowledge exchange and Prahalad and Hamel (1990)
suggest that the benefit is lower transaction costs because of alliances. Another concept is
dynamic core competence and dynamic capability with authors; Teece et all., (1997),
Nelson and Winter (1982), Dierickx and Cool (1989), Eisenhart and Martin (2000),
Zollo and Winter (2002), Winter (2003), Zhara et all., (2007), Morrow et all.,
(2007) and Helfat et all., (2007).
he basic argument is that dynamic capability is an ability to change over a time. In the
thesis, this assumption is considered widely, as a whole concept of learning and improving
strategy management system and continuously developing. Preparing for strengths,
weakness, opportunities, and threats, dynamically ongoing.

According to Porter (1991), Barney (1986), Parnell et all., (2009), Arend (2004) and Ahuja
et all., (2005), it is possible that pure luck determines the winners. Good and bad luck
exist, a firm may just be lucky or not. We can notice that either good preparation or pure
luck might not lead the desired outcome of planned strategy; both are needed. The issue
was deliberated in the thesis mostly as a part of strategy politics. Is the organization that
lucky that the strategy management is based on the analyses and results, or the opposite,
managers pure will and decisions made in advance, and the rest is to adapt to those. On the
other hand, organization may perform very well, despite the fact how top managers
behave..

5.4 GROWTH COMPANY

Starbuck (1965) argued that growth is not a spontaneous, it is the consequence of decisions
and actions that follow them. Growth is economically important, but fewer than 10 percent
of new organizations ever grow (Duncan and Handler 1994, Shane 2003). Growth is
depending resources, strategy, ambition and market attractiveness (Kemp and Verhoeven
2002). The best performing companies are those which are the most active in developing
new products and services for existing customers (Smallbone et all., 1995). Gibb and
Davies (1990), Churchill and Lewis (1983) presented the thought of "life-cycle" or "stages
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of growth" with components of entrepreneurial characters, organizational characters and
the types of strategy associated with growth (Smallbone et all., 1993). Also Storey (1994)
presented different factors influencing to the growth companies, entrepreneur factors, firms
factors and strategy's factors. Firms life cycle has five stages; Introduction / pre-launch,
Growth / start-up, Maturity / majority and Renewal / decline (Lester et all., 2003).
According to Crijns & Ooghe (1997) the characteristics of growing firms are: market
domination, differentiation, product leadership, flexibility, innovation, future orientation,
export and related growth.

The growth aspect has important meaning in the thesis, pondering the strategy and superior
competence of growth company. This issue is connected somehow in every chapter of the
thesis, at least as a "factor" behind the conversation. Growth is the consequence of
decisions and actions that follow them, and those decision has treated widely in the
analysis chapter. A managerial decision has different challenges in organizations different
stages, and according to Greiner (1998) development and growth go throw different phases
and crisis; creativity / leadership crisis, direction / autonomy crisis, delegation / control
crisis, collaboration / staff crisis, and coordination / some (?) crisis. Every phase has its
typical revolution (stage of crisis) and evolution (stage of growth). I argued that this same
kind of crisis (revolution & evolution) phenomenon occurs in the strategy as well. If the
strategy is handled with traditional strategy projects and strategy seasons, it may affect as
an organizational crisis. Big change decision and resistance to change. For a one kind of
solution is offered by Crijns and Ooghe (1997) arguing that the firms growth should be
opened, for example, inside and passive board to active and partly outside board etc. (See
figure 13).

5.5 GROWTH MANAGEMENT

Regarding to the thesis, the Discovery-Driven Planning (DDP) has one of the biggest
influence, to analyze, plan, implement and monitor, constantly and continuously. The DDP
is put forward by McGrant and MacMillan (1995), based on the idea that managers face
situations of uncertainty and complexity which are commonly too big issues to handle at
once. The DDP is a think-tool based on small milestones and stepwise learning with
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continuous development. To learn as much as possible at the lowest possible cost.
(McGrath, 2010). This idea and philosophy is one of the main base and root of the thesis,
opposite protest to the traditional strategy projects and its characters. Real Options (RO) is
a quite similar concept than DDP, focusing on the money and investments, rather piece by
piece than at once. The use of real options leads management to maximize opportunities
while minimizing mistakes. In an increasingly and uncertain world, real options have broad
application as a management tool. They will change the way how managers value different
opportunities and they will change the way how managers think. (Leslie & Michaels,
1997). Besides DDP, the RO ideology has strong influence in the thesis.

Another important part of theory framework and its growth management was the
Performance Measurement (PM) system that is for converting important data from internal
and external information sources to useful knowledge. According to Hannula and
Lönnqvist (2002) and Pekkola and Rantanen (2014), PS system is a managerial tool or
style based on actual information and real processes where the opposite method would be
management by intuition. One popular tool for PM system is the balanced scorecard
(Kaplan and Norton 1992, 1996), focusing on financial and nonfinancial objectives, as
balanced. The tool can be used with five-step decision-making framework: 1. Identify the
problem and uncertainties, 2. Obtain information, 3. Make predictions about the future, 4.
Make decisions by choosing among alternatives, 5. Implement the decision, evaluate
performance and learn. (Horngren et all., 2009). In the strategic perspective, the PS system
can and should be Strategic Performance Measurement System (SPMS) integrating longterm goals and implementations of strategy. The SPMS helps managers and workers to
communicate better, faster and more quality way. It is the best tool to achieve strategic
goals, the simple trick is to measure the strategy. While market / competition environment
is turbulent and dynamic, the SPMS helps managers to make better decisions under
uncertainty. (Bisbe, J. and Malagueno, R. 2012).

The PM deliberation in the thesis has many point of views, to measure strategy itself and
different kind of content of it. To know, not just guess. And again, it is better to measure
continuously than few times per year etc. One example of measurement was also so called
Strategic Financial Management (SFM) that consist for example tax accounting, financial
accounting, managerial accounting, cost accounting / cost management, performance
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accounting / evaluation / analysis and accounting for planning and decision support.
Methods are for example Job Costing, Activity-Based Costing /-management, Master
budgets, Flexible budgets and the most important in this context, the strategic cost
management looking to the future. (Horngren et all., 2009). According to Horngren et all,
(2009), firms growth can be measured by 1. Strategic Growth, 2. Structural Growth, 3.
Organizational Growth and 4. Financial Growth. The deliberation of the thesis includes the
SFM method / philosophy, in a general point of view, in the end, the success is most likely
measured by looking costs, profits etc. money issue. Money talks...

One of the most important management issue is the business model, how an enterprise
works and how it gather value for the customer. On the other point of view, the logic of the
firm is the way it operates and how it creates value for its stakeholders. (Zott & Amit,
2010). To be a source of competitive advantage, a business model needs to be more than
just a good logical way of doing business (Teece, 2010). It is a tool for change, tool to
address focus on innovation, tool for growth. (Demil & Lecocq, 2010). Alexander
Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur (2010) have developed a simple presentation tool for
business models, "The business model canvas" which is a strategic management and lean
startup template for developing new business models or documenting existing business
models better. The pondering of the thesis included many parts where discussion was
focused on the direction of the managerial decides. Outside-in / external direction versus
inside-out / internal direction, decisions based on results vs. results based on decisions. I
argue that business model is one kind of managerial decision, it could be decided in
advance or it could be a result of the work, the one which seems to be best.

The theory framework included opportunity as a strategy management chapter because the
opportunity (O) was a very important part of the thesis and its findings. Opportunity is not
traditional strategy theory, but I argue that it should be, just like entrepreneurship as well.
Entrepreneurship is an activity of discovery, evaluation and exploitation of opportunities to
create new inventions and innovations. Opportunities do not spontaneously result in
exploitation, they are exploited only when a human being acts. (Venkataraman, 1997;
Shane and Venkataraman, 2000; Shane 2003). Opportunities are quite similar as a concept
than innovations, (opportunities to make innovations). According to Maranville (1992),
Frankelius (2009), Miller and Morris (1999), and Afuah (2003), innovations and
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innovation process is a way and method of growth. Cooper (1988) has presented the stage
gate model of innovation, what happens or should happen in the process. Herstatt et all.,
(2004) argued that innovation process has five phase, where the phase 1 is idea generation
and assessment, the phase 2 is concept development and planning, the phase 3 is for
general development, the phase 4 is prototype development and testing and the phase 5 is
production, market introduction and diffusion.

The innovation and innovation process is discussed in the thesis various ways, where the
most important is the continuous development, looking opportunities and to make
innovations. There was also an idea called the puzzle of idea generation, my assumption
what was missing in the innovation process. I argue that the idea doesn't pop up
automatically, some kind of research has to be behind it. "The Puzzle." The idea is also
valid somehow in the "number game of innovation" (Stevens and Burney 2003), 3000 raw
ideas produce 1 success. These 2999 other ideas represent other puzzle pieces, and the very
one (1) is first the opportunity what turns to be innovation. According to Robets and Berry
(1985), the more unfamiliar the innovation is, the more a firm should think about looking
outside its boundaries for help. In the thesis, innovation is part of opportunity process (O),
but also resources (R) and business skills (B) are needed.

5.6 STRATEGY PROCESS

Strategy process was the last part of the theory framework, last but not least. The strategy
process turned to be the most important deliberation with plenty of findings and pondering,
presented in the chapter "4.1 Strategy Project vs. Strategy Process." Strategy process has
difficult questions, how strategies are formed, implemented and changed. Strategy process
is dynamic, it is about becoming something else and being someone, what is desired. The
strategy process involves and needs dynamic decisions and actions. Chakravarthy and
White (2001), Chandler (1990), Ginevičius et all., (2010), Johnson and Scholes (2002). In
order to achieve and sustain competitive advantage within an industry, a company should
identify its competitive strategy based on its internal factors (e.g. company resources,
company capabilities, etc.) and analysis of externalities (e.g. customers, suppliers, e.g.).
(Hart, 1995; Dhanraj & Beamish, 2003).
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According to Jim Downey (2007) the definitions of strategic analysis often differ, but the
following attributes are commonly associated with it: Identification and evaluation of data
relevant to strategy formulation, Definition of the external and internal environment to be
analyzed, A range of analytical methods that can be employed in the analysis.

According to Sushil (2013) strategy can be defined as flowing stream method, based on
strategic crystal which has four main strategic factors; continuity, change, enterprise and
customers. Sharma et all, (2004) argue that strategy process has four main step; goal
formulation,

strategy

formulation,

strategy

implementation

and

organizational

performance. According to my research, Ansoff's (1965) strategy process is the simplest
and the most comprehensive model of strategy, (followed by Kamensky, 2010). Still, the
process of them seems to be more alike a project with starting and ending, than continuous
process. At least the form of the presented model steer thoughts to the project style, despite
the fact what is the actual purpose of the model. My conclusion and respond is that strategy
should be continuously developing process, not a habitual project with different strategy
seasons.

As final words of theory framework analysis, the scope is wide, including a bit of history
of strategy, three main schools of strategy, economic rents as superior competence, few
growth company theories, deliberation of growth management and the strategy process.
The framework and the research process of my own is the key and cause of different new
thought, tools, methods, and opinions. This package is mixed with important practical
knowledge and those together, as my puzzle offered needed information that was treated to
the new ideas and hypothetical theories.

"Now I know, that I don't know that much about the substance of strategy."
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6

CONCLUSIONS OF THE THESIS

The final "processing" chapter of the thesis introduces implications combining theory, new
ideas, and analyzes to a conclusion indicating main results of the work. The deliberation
includes also suggestions of future research in the field of strategy and superior
competence of growth company. Lastly, the pondering is focused on the significance of the
thesis, its findings and possible future research clarifying its social and economical
importance in the field of general development.

6.1 MAIN IMPLICATIONS

The strategy can be defined, managed and understood in multiple various ways. Basically,
it is depending on managerial habits, traditions, rituals, and luck. I argue that in managerial
level, no one doubts the philosophy, meaning or purpose of strategy but the biggest
difference is in the content of it. What the strategy should include? I have suggested that
strategy could be considered in three different level, 1) political, 2) tactical and 3)
operational. The level one, strategy politics, defines the rest. What kind of tactics and what
kind of operations will be included and used.

The strategy politics of the organization / company has the power and responsibility to
define what is strategy and what is included to it. Decisions can be made in two different
manner in principle: external / separate / outside-in method, or internal / integrated /
inside-out method. Decision based on results vs. results based on decisions. I argue that
both methods exists and are in use. The issue concerns management style and managerial
behavior; own natural skills / intelligence vs. tools / methods. On the other hand, the
question is also in the human resource management, (leading people) vs. the matter
resource management, (leading things). A recommendation is that both (every) styles
should be used. Be that as it may, the strategy politics defines the ways.

The level two, tactics, is focused on the strategy work, strategy management, and/or
strategy engineering, how the strategy is executed. (Analyzing, planning, implementing,
monitoring). The proposition is that the strategy work can be a lifestyle, continuous
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process, traditional project or no strategy work at all. Probably the practice is something
between those. Autonomic strategic lifestyle is an ideal situation of continuously
developing strategy process. In turn, playfully, no strategy at all is an ideal situation of
habitual strategy project, at the moment when it isn't going on. The conclusion is that the
strategy project is advisable to the first timers, to get started, but the continuous discoverydriven planning, ongoing development with real options as an adaptive improvement,
should be the target.

The third and final level is the operation with different kind of tools and methods (personal
skills also) which serves and maintains the strategy work. In principle, it doesn't matter
what kind of tools to use, if the result is satisfying. Still, it could be advisable to have a
good toolbox that helps to perform even better. There is a huge amount of a different kind
(strategy) tools, especially in the analysis phase. Analyzes can be done indefinitely, but
unfortunately, the costs behave in the same way. Synthesis and conclusions are the most
important part what every analysis should aim for, to be helpful. This thesis includes few
new ideas / strategy tools, which can be used as synthesis tools of strategy:


The Puzzle of Idea Generation, (information handling in general)



The Set Combination of Strategy, (causal relations & connections)



The Strategy Vector, (strategic performance measurement system)



The Navigation Map of Strategy, (present situation, path, future situation)

It could be very progressive to have a strategy toolbox with different level / stage tools, the
ones with data mining, another for information analysis, third to make syntheses and
perhaps advanced tools to go even further, at least tools for measurement and monitoring.
The ideal (SPMS) system works autonomic, and of course, what is self-evident,
continuously as improving process.

One kind of toolbox, (puzzle), is the theory framework of the thesis. The framework
consist findings from the literature of strategy; History, Market-Based View /
Chamberlinian Rents (MBV), Resource-Based View / Ricardian Rents (RBV), Relation
View / Schumpeterian Rent (RV), which all are trying to explain why a company is as
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good as it is, its reasons for the performance and competence. Better resources, better
market positioning, better adaptation or perhaps something else. Logically those produce
instructions, what should be done and what should be the target, for example in the manner
of Cost Leadership (mass production), Differentiation (business model) or Focusing (niche
market). The theory framework includes also parts of the growth company, organizational
life cycle, a possible crisis of the growth, growth management with subgroups as
Discovery Driven Planning (DDP), Real Options (RO), Performance Measurement (PM),
Business Model, Entrepreneurial Opportunity, Innovations and of course, the Strategy
Process. These "other parts" represents organization's / company's important activities,
tools and/or tactics serving the strategy, and the thesis is a work trying to combine those
into one.

The theory framework is a wide scope including a lot of information and different kind of
findings and thoughts from several research field. On the other hand the framework is
partly disjointed, thoughts and findings from here and there but consequently the
framework represent the level of research while the target is strategy and superior
competence of growth company. The literature of strategy is scattered because scholars are
focused and specialized only into small parts of it, and there is a lack of those who
combines and connects different findings. After all, the strategy research in general is
focused to the very same purpose, the strategy itself, the enterprise / entrepreneur, its
organization, performance, and competence. (Subject, object, purpose). Also it could be
said that they all have the correct view, they are right, and it is impossible to tell which is
better than another, the comparison is pointless. Combinations are needed.

The main implication of the thesis is the discussion of the strategy knowledge and
especially its common factors. Following, the Set Combination of Strategy is the most
important tool, it combines. Different kind of tools and methods are needed part of the
strategy work, as operations. The next upper level, tactics, represents the actual strategy
work in the manner of strategy management and strategy engineering, how the strategy is
managed and executed. The top level is strategy politics, which defines the rest. What kind
of tactics, what kind of operations. Decisions based on results vs. results based on
decisions. In any case, the whole strategy management (politics, tactics, operations) can be
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a lifestyle, continuously developing process, habitually developing project or sometimes,
no strategy work at all. I argue that superior competence is a lifestyle!

Table five is a final visual presentation that combines main findings and thoughts of the
thesis. The matrix includes different strategy levels and different stages of strategy work.
This division can be used as a guideline while defining tools and methods, what is ones
place and purpose. A tool can be in the one cell, column or row, but also different mixtures
of those.


The Puzzle of Idea Generation:

"All, if wanted"



The Set Combination of Strategy:

Column 1



The Strategy Vector:

Column 4



The Navigation Map of Strategy:

Column 2,3

Table 5. Strategy matrix, strategy level / strategy work

Strategy work: Engineering / Management, (stages 1 - 4)
Analysis /

Plans /

Implementation

Measurement /

Synthesis

Scenarios

/ Execution

Monitoring

Political

P1

P2

P3

P4

Tactical

T1

T2

T3

T4

Operational

O1

O2

O3

O4

Strategy level

Order of the strategy matrix and its usage is logical, firstly stage 1 (P1, T1, O1) and lastly
stage 4 (P4, T4, O4). Political analysis is the most important step, defining the rest. Even in
the monitoring phase politics has to be before tactics and operations, because it can ruin
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everything else. In another words, superior operations and tactics may be ruined with loose
politics.

6.2 FUTURE RESEARCH

Future research could be summarized with one sentence: Superior competence as a
lifestyle! It is based on the assumption that continuous strategy process and ongoing
development is obviously more effective than traditional strategy project and habitual
development. A question is, why strategy projects are so common and on the other hand,
could strategy process offer better performance? Hypothesis is that it will offer better
performance, it is better.

H1: Strategy process is more effective than strategy project

The discussion included three strategy level; political, tactical and operational. Politics is
the top level that defines and decides the rest, (inside-out vs. outside-in). Tactics represents
the strategy work, strategy management and strategy engineering, (analyzing, planning,
implementing, monitoring). The final level is operations, actual handwork with tools and
methods. (See figure 45, pyramid of strategy management). A question is, is this kind of
division in use, or is it possible to demonstrate / measure this kind of features of
organization and its strategy? Hypothesis is that using these three strategy levels, strategy
becomes to be more understandable and easier to communicate and manage.

H2: Strategy management has three main levels: politics, tactics and operations

The strategy work / strategy engineering, how the strategy is actually managed and
executed, has two difference in principle. One is the project vs. process argument (H1), and
another is its content. What the strategy (work) should include? (The issue of strategy
politics). There is no simple answer but categories can be used. Hypothesis is that strategy
work can be divided in four stages; analysis, plans, implementation and monitoring.

H3: Strategy work consists four stages:
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1) Analyzing, 2) Planning,

(Strategy engineering)

3) Implementing, 4) Monitoring

Operations represents the actual work what will be done in the manner of strategy. It
includes different kind of tools and methods which can be used to serve the strategy work
and the whole strategy as well. Various tools can be used in different strategy levels,
(politics, tactics, operations) and also in different stages of the strategy work, (analysis,
plans, execution, monitoring). Strategy levels and stages forms 3 * 4 matrix table that can
be used as a map or guideline for different tools and methods. A tool can be in the one cell,
column or row, but also different mixtures of those. The table is also a good instruction
when different causal relations and connection will be analyzed and formed. Hypothetical
assumption is that the strategy matrix can be used as a memory / measurement tool, when
forming strategic toolbox to growth company that is seeking superior competence.

H4: The strategy matrix is a base for the strategy toolbox

Consequently the future research has four different principle: 1) Philosophy: lifestyle,
process, project, not at all, 2) strategy management levels: Politics, tactics, operations, 3)
stages of strategy work / strategy engineering and 4) strategy matrix with tools. These
principles could be divided and categorized into four different class:

1. Developing philosophy, (process vs. project etc.), H1
2. Strategy management, (levels: politics, tactics, operations), H2
3. Strategy engineering, (stages: analysis, plans, execution, measuring), H3
4. Strategy tools, (strategy matrix), H4

The principles offers a guideline to research, to be more accurate and better categorized
and at the same time, it helps to make better conclusions that can be placed directly into
wanted issue. A general point of view is that superior competence as a lifestyle is a very
huge topic and concept, there have to be some instructions and configurations managing
the research, a research strategy.
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It could be said that the superior competence as a lifestyle, is a vision. Main targets (result
of the thesis) are hypotheses 1-4 and the mission is to clarify those, in purpose of superior
competence, or at least the knowledge and understanding of it. The thesis represents the
starting point, to get started. The research work continues with stage one, analyzing and
information gathering. Internal analysis is focused on the scholarly literature and
knowledge as a qualitative research. In turn, external analysis is focused on companies and
organizations representing quantitative research with empirical findings. Internal and
external analysis will be used to form synthesis, causal relations and connections. Next
stage is for planning, how to use results and findings, how organizations and companies
could use and gain benefit with those. In terms of research, how to test new findings and
results in real world and to learn even more. Further stages are implementation (plans
execution) and monitoring (research process and quality). It is obvious and understandable
that research process is rather accomplished continuously piece by piece, than all at once.
Figure 47 is a demonstration of research process.

Figure 47. Research Process
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6.3 SIGNIFICATION

A topic of the thesis - Strategy and Superior Competence of Growth Company - is a wide
overview with various themes and viewpoints. It contains many issues, what is strategy,
what is the reason of competence and/or performance, what should be desirable aims and
goals and how to manage the whole process, among all other corresponding topics besides
them. The playground is huge. The theory framework of this thesis is a wide scope
including a lot of information and different kind of findings and thoughts from several
research field. On the other hand the framework is partly disjointed, thoughts and findings
from here and there but consequently the framework represent the level of research while
the target is strategy and superior competence of growth company.

This thesis offers a good start to combine different viewpoints and scholarly results to one
work, with purpose and intention of better understanding and knowledge, "how to win the
war." There are a lot of new findings and observations presented, including discussion of
strategy's philosophy, management, engineering and tools. While the ambition is better
understanding and improved knowledge of the topic, there is still lack of empirical
research and findings. In other words, findings and new ideas of the thesis are mostly
based on assumptions and enlightened guesses without proper proofs. This is the biggest
reason why future research is needed, to test new ideas and to gain proofs.

A general point of view is that the issue and topic is self evidently important, how
organizations and companies could perform better, to grow, to improve etc. Unfortunately
one of the most important finding was the variability of strategy management, which is
highly dependent on managers competence and pure will. The future may come with best
scenario or with worst scenario or something between them. "Let's hope that managers
know what they are doing." The point is that the strategy management should be better,
more predictable, measurable and something concrete what can be developed with the
ambition of superior competence. Future research has its significance!
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7

SUMMARY

This master thesis, Strategy and Superior Competence of Growth Company, has six (6)
main chapters, + this summary. First chapter (1) is an introduction with subchapters of
background, ambition, limitation, method and structure. The method of the thesis is a
qualitative research investigating strategy context - what, why, how, when - the strategy is?
Another perspectives are firms superior competence and superior performance and the
issue of growth company. Why someone can perform better than another?

The research and presentation of the thesis starts with chapter two (2), the theory
framework, what scholarly literature may offer to the substance of the thesis. The theory
framework of the research go through a bit of history of strategy, three main schools of
strategy, (market-based view, resource-based view and relational view) including theories
which tries to explain firms competence, so called economic rents, (Ricardian Rent,
Chamberlinian Rent, Schumpeterian Rent). The framework consist also findings and
definitions of growth company, organizational life cycle, growth management, discovery
driven planning, performance measurement and the strategy process. The theory package is
a toolbox and one kind of puzzle game with different puzzle pieces (theories), what is
treated in following chapters.

In chapter three (3), emerging ideas and tools of strategy, there are new thoughts, ideas,
and tools presented. The puzzle of idea generation, a kind of innovation think-tool, an idea
how ideas are formed. The set combination of strategy, including and combining different
views of strategy, resources, opportunities, business skills and entrepreneurship. The
strategy vectors, as visualization method with assumption of strategy's starting point,
ending point, length, direction and slope. The navigation map of strategy, which purpose is
also to visualize and to gain better strategy communication. The deliberation included also
"what is not strategy" as a part with limiting the framework, not all is the strategy. The
most important finding comes from the subchapter, the continuous strategy process, and
the issue was analyzed widely in following parts of the thesis.
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After ideation chapter, the chapter four (4) concentrated on to analyzing the findings. The
continuous strategy process was the main focus, comparing the strategy project to the
strategy process. Next part was to compare emerging ideas and tools to the strategy work /
strategy process and following to the comparison of; strategy - strategy work - strategy
tools. I came to the conclusion that the strategy can be defined in three different levels,
politics, tactics and operations. I have argued that in managerial level, no one doubts the
philosophy, meaning or purpose of strategy but the biggest difference is in the content of it.
What the strategy should include? I came to the conclusion that the strategy can be defined,
managed and understood in multiple various ways, basically depending on managerial
habits, traditions, rituals and sometimes just the pure luck.

The most important discovery may be that the strategy can be managed in many various
ways. There are different levels / viewpoints, (strategy politics, strategy work, strategy
tools) and every level has its own features. The direction of decisions, (outside-in / insideout), the origin of the decision, (internal / integrated vs. external / separate) and the
"goodness" of decision, (is it result or cause). The most apparent difference is between
habitual strategy project vs. ongoing strategy process, at least in the best and worst cases.
The best (ideal) case occurs when the process turns to be a lifestyle and the worst (antiideal) case occurs at the moment when the project is not going on. The truth and practice is
probably something between those cases.

The chapter five (5) is the last "main" processing chapter, theory framework compared to
the finding. The purpose was to analyze the theory "toolbox / puzzle" regarding and
comparing it to the findings. "The History and Definitions of Strategy, Three Main Schools
of Strategy, Firms Superior Competence (economic rents), Growth Company, Growth
Management and the Strategy Process." The framework and the research process of my
own is the key and cause of different new thought, tools, methods and opinions. This
theory package is mixed with important practical knowledge and those together, as my
puzzle, offered needed information that was treated to the new ideas and hypothetical
theories / explanations. What is the strategy and superior competence of growth company?
My response is that it is (should be) a lifestyle and continuously developing process with
improving experience!
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